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ABSTRACT
tead tenure in the Ozark area of Arkansas is studied as the dynamic 
process of competition for the use and control of land within the local 
setting* The effect of migration on the tenure process in the area is con­
sidered* At the several stages of the cycle, tenure is appraised from 
the point of view of social performance, as indicated by farm family par­
ticipation in group activities, association among families, the level of 
living, the educational and occupational advancement of the children, the 
stability of tenure, and the acquisition of farm property•
The area in the state selected for study contrasts in important 
respects to the delta area where land tenure had previously received most 
study* In contradistinction with the delta, agriculture in the Osark area 
is characterized hy diversified crop and livestock enterprises, a relatively 
high degree of self-sufficiency, and nearly exclusive operation by white 
farmers and family labor*
The basic data were obtained in personal interviews with 101 fans 
owners and 88 farm renters In Boone County. The many close comparisons 
of farm and family measures between the sample and the county and the 
Ozark area indicate that, in the aspects analyzed, the sample adequately 
represents these areas*
The proportion of tenancy has not increased or decreased pronouncedly, 
at least at the decennial census counts, since 18?0* Compared with other 
subregions of the state, land tenure has been relatively stable* This
xi
apparent stability is the result of counteracting forces, principally 
untoward selection in migration from the area and the rise on the agri- 
cultural ladder*
The rate of succession of the same families on owner-operated farms 
is especially low* Of about 300 farms owned by the parents of either the 
operator or his wife, only lb are reported as received through inheritance 
by the 169 families interviewed. In families in which the present owner 
Is over 55 years of age, an average of one male child in about six fami­
lies remains in residence and seems likely to succeed the parent in the 
operation of the farm. Of children passed 20 years of age, more than 50 
per cent, in about equal proportion from owner and renter families, have 
left the home community or changed from agricultural occupation* Outgoing 
migration selects disproportionately children from families operating the 
larger farms, residing in the better houses, located more favorably in the 
community, and participating more in community affairs* The families on 
farms where the best adjustment with resources seems possible have the 
least prospect of continuation on these farms* Rise on the agricultural 
ladder must take place if a stable agriculture is maintained in the area*
That this rise does occur extensively is indicated* Fifty per cent 
of the farmers less than 30 years of age are renters, while only lU per 
cent of those over 60 years of age are renters* Nearly one-half of older 
owners have farmed as renters* Three-fourths of present owners have simple 
tenure histories comprised of ownership after leaving the parental farm or 
of ownership following an intermediate period of renting* The normal result
of the operation of the tenure process is the increase of operator-
i
ownerships, increase in the value of the property or the size of the farm 
business both during the early period of renting for young renters who are 
prospective owners and during the period of ownership, and improvement of 
location in the community* The improvement of the economic status of all 
operators is obscured by the fact that many new owners, in order to achieve 
the objective of ownership, accept a less desirable location in the com­
munity or operate smaller farms than they previously had in their final 
status as renters* There is no considerable difference between owner and 
renter families in quantitative withdrawal from the area through death or 
migration*
Both renting and owning have distinct meaning at different stages of 
the tenure cycle* In the early stage, renting provides farming experience 
and the means by which some capital may be saved for the purchase of a farmT 
Bore than 1|0 per cent of the owners report renting prior to ownership and 
consider it the primary means by which farm ownership was acquired* A 
smaller percentage of operators who had rented prior to ownership lost 
their farms than of operators who had never rented* The younger renters, 
as prospective owners, farm more land, have higher crop yields and family 
income, and participate more in group activities, particularly on the 
neighborhood level, than the younger owners* The adjustment of the farm 
and house size to the size of the family and to the amount of family labor 
available is closer for renters* Renters achieve more flexibility in their 
relative freedom of moving from farm to farm*
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The owners make progress during the period of ownership and also gain 
as a group by the addition to their rank of former renters ■whose perfor­
mance is superior to the performance of those who remain renters* Thus, 
the older owners excell the older, ’permanent" renters in the value of 
farm property used, quality of land, family income, crop yield, social 
participation on the community and county levels, and household and 
cultural possessions* About twice as many of their children attend high 
school* The older-owner children who are employed have a somewhat higher 
occupational status* At all stages in the tenure cycle, owners have 
superior housing than renters, and devote more effort to conserving and 
building the soil* For a number of measures, both of farm and family 
living, owner values tend to be distributed more heavily toward the extremes* 
In other wards, the poorest and best conditions exist among the owner class* 
For the older owners, particularly for those who once rented a farm, 
the relation of farm resources to income is closer than for the older 
renters* Similarly among owner families there is a closer relation be­
tween family income and the level of living and social participation* The 
tenure process apparently selects operators who have the ability not only 
to accomplish the objective of farm ownership but also to translate farm 




Previous studies of land tenure in Arkansas have been centered in the 
delta and coastal plain areas where the tenure system Is characterised by 
shore cropping, a high proportion of Negro operators, and sharp different"* 
tiation, economically and socially, between tenancy end ownership* No 
study of land tenure has previously been made in the hills section of the 
state where the land is farmed by white operators only, where the crop 
and livestock enterprises are diversified, and where very little nonfamily 
labor is employed. It is a purpose of this s^udy to determine whether, 
under such conditions of agriculture, the social and economic status of 
owners and tenants differ as greatly as in areas previously studied in 
the state* I
I
The Osark area of Arkansas is a major subregion which contains about 
15 per cent of the farm population of the state (Figure 1)* Although the 
rate of tenancy is lower than in the other areas, 32 per cent of all farm 
operators are tenants* In consideration of the else of the Ozark area, 
the scope of tenancy, the distinctive nature of the problem, and the 
dearth of information available, it seemed appropriate that this study 
should be undertaken* Although census and other data for all of the 
Arkansas Ozarks are employed, the study is concentrated in a single 
county (Boone) in the north central part of the area, and information was 
obtained directly from operators and their families living in that county*
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Location of Boone County in the Arkansas Ozark Area
Fifteen counties falling wholly or mainly in
the Ozark area
jj jllllWJM ^enera^-2e<* delineation of the area based 
Figure 1. Boone county is located in the north central 
part of the Arkansas Ozarks and is considered 
reasonably representative, in agriculture and 
social organization, of the area.
3
In previous studies node in the state, the operation of the land- 
tenure system has been appraised in terms of income, labor organisation, 
farm management, and land use* In the present study an attempt is made 
to show hair the system functions in respect to the performance of the 
family in the community* The operation of the tenure process is a sub* 
ject of principal inquiry* Investigation is mode into the acquisition of 
farm property during the fanning experience of the operator, the securi­
ty of tenure, the level of family living, social participation by the
family, association among families, and the educational and occupational
)advancement of the children*
' JThe County as Representative of the Area 
■ 1
Data have been assembled which show how Boons County compares with 
the Osark area and with the state as a whole in the factors or aspects of 
land tenure which are considered in this study*
Agriculture* The proportion of farmers who rented the land farmed in 
19itO approximated 30 per cent both in the county and in the Osark area 
(Table 1)* This was slightly more than one-half of the £3 per cent rate 
for the entire state* The tenancy rate for the state had increased at 
each census report, I860 to 1930, and decreased, from 1930 to 19^0* The 
rates for both the county and the area have shown some fluctuation but no 
consistent trend since 1890*
The average farm size and the distribution of farms by size in Boone 
County and the Osark area are similar (Table 2)* The county has a larger 
proportion of relatively level land along the streams and on the upland
it
Table I. Proportion ot Turmm Operated by Tsnanta in Boone County, la 
the Oiark A r u t and La tha State, by 10>Tear Intervale, 18B0 
be I9I4O
■ a H M iH e M a ia H M e B e a a a H n a ie a M ^ B a a ie a M iM M n n a iH v a M M
Proportion ot total A m  operated by benanta 
State Oaark area1 Boone County
Hr eeat
1̂ 0— — ..... 55*5 31*8 29*5
1930—”  ------  63 *0 35.3 32.2two—  ■ ...  51*3 85*2 26.2
1910 50.0 26.2 30.3
1900—  ---------—  I45J* 26 J» 33.3
1890—— —— —  32*1 30.9 35.2
I8 60  30.9 20.3 26.1
^Iaolud«i the fifteen counties delineated in Figure 1# 
Seuroet Beporte of the U* &« Bureau of the Census •
$
table II* Comparison of the Agriculture of Boone County with Itoat of 
the Osark Area and the State
Note: Figures for cropland and agricultural production apply to 
the year 19395 ell others to April 1, 19k0*
Item of comparison State Osark Boonearea County
Proportion of farm operators who were
tenants* -Per cent
Average sise of farm: 




30 - 179 acres*
■Acres
-Acres




Average value of farm: 




Average value of implements and




■ — Per cent
Fruit trees and vines— — — — Per ceni
Hogs and pigs but chared- - -   -Per cent
Average value of home-used products— Dollars 
Proportion of total value of farm products: 
Farm products used by household— Per cent
Livestock sold or traded—  -  Per cent
Livestock products sold or traded:
Dairy products— ■ — ■— par cent
Poultry and poultry products— Per ceni 
Other livestock products—  — — £er ceni 
Crops sold or traded:
Field crops—  — —  ---------— Per cent
Vegetables- — --- — — — Per ceni
Other’-- — — - —  ■----------- — per cent

































































Source: Reports of the U. S. Bureau of the Census*
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plains than is true of the area (Figure 2). It is partly for this reason 
that the value of farm land in the county is higher than the average value 
for the Osark area and closer to that for the state*
In diversification of agriculture, the county and the Osark area are 
similar* This is revealed both by the number of enterprises that have im~ 
pertanee in the farm business and by the value of farm products used in 
the home, which approaches 1*0 per cent of the value of all farm products 
in both the county and the area* Dairy and poultry products combined 
comprise 2k per cent of the value of all farm products, both in the county 
and the Osark area* Xnfthe county, however, the production of livestock 
for sale is much more important proportionately than in the area gener- 
ally (Figure 3)* The value of field crops sold or traded is about $ per 
cent of the value of all farm production in Boone County and 10 per cent 
in the Osark area, as compared with 53> per cent for the state*
In general, the several measures considered indicate that Boone County 
is fairly typical of the Osark area agriculturally, with farming character­
ised by self-sufficient and diversified small-scale family enterprises* 
Social organisation* The county is somewhat higher than the area in 
the percentage of the population who are church members (Table 3)* The 
spatial distribution of the rural churches is similar, several churches 
being located in each trade center and usually one church in about half of 
the open-country neighborhoods*
Community centers are similarly dispersed, but Boone County contains 
the only town having more than 2,000 inhabitants in the north central part 
of the Arkansas Osark area* In this town, Harrison, are centered some
Figure 2. A higher percentage of owners than renters
farm extremely rough land (top) or the rela­
tively level land (bottom) along the streams* 
Owners tend to operate the poorest and best 
farms of the area, -while renters are more con­
centrated on land of low or medium quality*
7

Figure 3* I11 Boone County livestock production Is the principal
source of farm income* Poultry and dairy products and 
livestock make up more than half the value of all farm 
products and more than three-fourths of sales* Qoat 
raising Is becoming of some importance in the rougher 
areas of the county* The average number of animal units 
and the value of animal production are similar for 
owners and renters, but owners consistently devote more 
effort to building or conserving the soil as evidenced 
by the proportion of cropland in legumes*

9
Table III* Comparison of Socio-Economic Conditions in Loons County with 
Those in the Osark Arse end the Stoic
Koto i Unless othsvwise specified# ell figures ere for the yesr 1940*
I ton sad grouping
Social organisation and participation«
Counties haring a hospital# 1959--flcr cent 
Proportion of population church
nepers# 1936— — -— -— -Bar cent 
School districts per county-----~^&umbcr
High school enrollment*-— -— — Par cent 
Hural-farm persons years and over 
who completed 1 
7 or 8 grades-— — — — — — — — Ptr cent
4 years of high school— — — — Ftr ocnt
Median grads completed# rural-non-
feira*--— — -— -Years 
Median grade completed # rural-farm— Viiars 
Population and vital ratest
Barsons in resident rural-farn frailly# 
median— — — — — —— —— — — Hunter
Population change# rural-farm# 1938"
Per cent
Kales per 100 females# 8 0 - 2 9  years#
rural-fam— — — — — Number 
Males 1 5 - 6 0  years in rural-farm
population-— ™ —  —  -her oent
Fertility ratio*— — — — — — —  —  Hunter
Deaths per 1#000 po pu lotion*—  - — ^Number 
Infant deaths per 1#000 births# 1930
to 19li0— — — Hunter 
Maternal deaths per 1#000 births#
1930, 1933 to 1939- — — Number
Births attended by physician# 1939 "
to 1940— — -— — — — — Bwr sent
Births attended by physician in a
hospital# 1939 to 1940— — Bar cent 
Material possessions and level of living*
Level of living index score# rural-
fam^— — — — — — -Hunter 75 75 65
Farm Income l[ 39 *
Average value of products sold# traded#
or used— — — — —  ■>— — «— Dp liar s 744 543 539
Farms with income under $600— Par cent 62*2 73*5 73*2
Dwellings mors than 1*51 persons per









































fable III* Comparison of Soeio-fioonomio Conditions in Boone County nith 
Those in the Osark Aron and the iitate -(Continued)
It*. and grouping______________St.t.
8.0 9.9 ll*.2
a  .2 26.9 1*0.3
57-9 52*4 52-1
38.7 32.? 1*9*8
Thaaa paroantagaa af* itrlrtd by dividing one-half of the nunbar 
enrolled in elementary school into tbs number enrolled in high school* 
end represent the proportion thet average grade enrollment in high school 
ie of overage grade enrollment in elementory school*
^Tbc fertility ratio ie the number of children under 5 years of age 
per 1*000 women 15 - M* ye are of age*
5From "P.ural level of Living Indexes for Counties of the United 
States* 194*0#" Margaret Jarman I arood* Bureau of Agricultural economics* 
13# g. Da A*
Sources Pe porta of the U * $ * Bureau of the Census# unless other* 
wise indicated*
Fens duellings lighted by electricity**
Farms reporting autosmblle*— ***-*Fcr cent 
Farms on improved roads— **ttr cent 
Magesine subscriptions per 100 families# 
1937***** **— — — — Humber
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specialised services which are used by people not only over the entire 
county but in the nearer areas of adjacent counties as well* It is 
indicated that the farmers are about equally accessible to the service 
centers,, approximately £0 per cent being on improved roads in both the 
county and the area* The county, however, has more than the average 
mileage of paved roads maintained by the state*
There are 2d local school districts in the county, compared to an 
average of 66 per county fen* the Ozark area* This means that consoli­
dation of schools and public transportation of school pupils have proceeded 
farther in the county* The effect of better school organization and a 
somewhat larger village population is indicated in school performance*
The proportion of pupils of the elementary school who continued .their 
training in high school was $8 pnr cent in Boone County and 38 per cent 
in the area (see footnote 1, Table 3 )• However, the number of school 
grades completed by rural-farm persons 2$ years of age and over remain­
ing in residence is almost identical*
Medical care is somewhat more accessible in the county than in the 
Ozark area* A hospital is located at Harrison, but fewer than one-half of 
the other counties of the area have a hospital* A larger proportion of 
births in Boone County are attended by a physician, indicating that the 
medical services are more extensively utilized than in the Ozarks gener­
ally*
Considering the distribution of coEinunity centers, the facilities 
present in the centers, and the condition of roads - in short, accessi­
bility - Boone County farm people have opportunities for social partici-
12
pation that equal or, in some instances, surpass those of the area as a 
whole. Particularly important is the more favorable public transportation 
to high schools and the better distribution of high schools in the county.
Population. Population composition and change are similar for the 
County and Ozark area. The loss of population through migration has about 
equaled the natural increase since 1695* The small gain in the rural* 
farm population which occurred from 1930 to 191*0 merely indicates the 
effects of the economic depression in checking the rate of outgoing mi* 
gration and in stimulating a higher than normal return to the country whan 
urban employment receded. The net rate of migration from farms of the 
county’ approximated 1 per cent per annum during the 1930 to 19l*0 decade, 
and slightly exceeded 1 per cent in the Ozark area. Th© birth rate Is 
lower for Boone County, and particularly for those townships near the central 
village and along the state highways, than for the Ozark area, and the 
natural increase is therefore somewhat loner than that for the area gener­
ally.
farm income. Farm income in Boone County as expressed by the value 
of farm products sold, traded, or used was below the area average for the 
year 1939 (Table 3)* However, in 1929 it was higher, being 4966 for the 
county and $61*0 for the area. In both the county and area, 73 per cent of 
the farms produced an income of less than $600 for the year 1939*
^ In the county in 19^1, only one area of considerable size, Hill 
Top neighborhood, did not have a high school or provision for the public 
transportation of pupils to a high school.
u
Mowrvnar, proportionately more of the county fhnaers hod electricity, 
radios, and autanobileo, and th© avwra © value of farm property cxcoed«d 
that of the area*
The conclusion folio*® that the county tend© to be similar to the 
Csark area aa a whole In tije r&ctors that ate analysed. it the economic 
status of agriculture in the county seems low, it should be recornlsed that 
the several measures in which the sample county deviates considerably 
frcn the averages for the oaark area tend to indicate a sotasehat ouperi- 
or agriculture in the oounty* The essential likeness of the county and 
area is shosn by the close agreement of the cony sooial and economic 
indices and emphasised by the extent to whioh these averages dli for from 
these of the state (Tables 1, 2, 3)*
The eotnty is most similar to the iteark area in Arkansas of which it 
is a part in farm Income, in the proportion of farms owned, and in chances 
in tenancy* It tends to be sctaewhat hi^imr than the area in average value 
of farm property* level of living, poi>ulatlon stability, sooial particle 
pation, and accessibility of services.
The 3ample as representative of the County
This analysis of ©odd of the social aspects of land tenure is prima­
rily based on data collected in personal interview© with farraro* . ecords 
were obtained from 101 owner operators arid Mi l'urn rontere in oone 
County* The f&ruxn * were selected to represent ctach land-tenure class 
and all eises of farms except the extremes. The names of f&rtBrs, cpother
Ik
with alternates, were selected at regular intervals from a list in the 
local office of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, after discard­
ing from the list the names of operators farming less than 1*0 or more than 
o260 acres, (Farms of less than i*0 acres comprised about 17 p©r cent and 
farms of more than 260 acres about 10 per cent of all farms in the county#) 
Separate selections were made for owners and renters# The results yielded 
a sample drawing from all parts of the county, comprising approximately 10 
per cent of all owner-operated and 20 per cent of all tenant-operated 
farras from 1*0 to 2^9 acres in sisa*
Data on the 101 f: m  owners and 85 farm renters are compared with 
data for all farmers in the county as reported in the 19l|0 census of 
housing and agriculture (Table 1*)# The average amount of land farmed by 
all operators, owners and renters combined, was 121* acres as reported in 
the census and 121 acres as reported by operators sampled# '"h© difference 
between the sizes of farms operated by the two tenure classes according 
to the census and the sample reporting is partly due to the difficulty in 
classifying forest land of rented tracts which the renters customarily use 
for fuel supply but from which they do not share in sales# An spite of the 
fact that the smallest and largest farms wore excluded from tho sample, 
the county and sample compare rather clooely for both owners and renters 
in respect to the age of the operator, the size of the family, the years
^ The number of farms reported on the list of tho Agricultural Ad­
justment Administration was in close agreement with the number shown by 
the census report of 19l*0 and represents nearly complete coverage of th© 
county*
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Tabli IV* Comparison of Fire and Family ^ata for Owner* a”d RtsUfl
Selected la th* Sample and for All Ownore *»d Renter * in 
Boon* County
setet Cate for sample operator* are for 19Ul| data for all opera- 
tore in oounty are for April 1* 191*0# All figure* are expressed as 
mean* unless otherwise sp*oified.
Item
Owner* Kantara
In oounty In aaapla In oounty In smeple
Total *ia* of farm-— Acrej 131 109 106 li*3Value of land— -— Collar* 1.56b 1.637 1.096 1.365Value of farm touild-”
Inge— ■■— — — -Poller* 683 697 h5h 567
Value of rural-farm
dwelling* arite^llags hoe 391 mmrnm 690
Farm eeeupamey by preeent
operator— " - — Year* 15 13 k 3
Ac* of operator— — Sars 56 51 1*1 he
Itrson* in farm houae-
hold* median— — Rumber 3.5 3 4 3.8 h 't
Bourse» Figure* for all fans operator* are from report* of the U* 
S* Bureau of the Census*
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the farm had been occupied by the operator* and the value of land and 
buildings •
Data presented in Tables 1 to u indicate that* in most respects con­
sidered for analysis* the county is typical of the Ozark area in the state 
and the s&sg>le is reasonably representative of tenure classes in the county* 
The sample may be considered to reflect* therefore* the tenure situation 
in the Arkansas Ozark area*
Relation to Other Research
The findings of representative studies upon one or more aspects of 
the tenure process and the performance of tenure classes* whether receiving 
incidental or primary emphasis* are considered within the compass of this 
reviser* Also included is reference to land tenure studies within the state.
Economic differentiation among tenure classes* The present study for 
purpose of orientation refers to the contrast between land tenure of the 
Ozark area and that of the Arkansas delta. Brannen and others (10* 21* *>7)̂  
describe the characteristics of the Southern plantation system* which in 
Arkansas is most prevalent in the delta of the Mississippi* Arkansas* and 
Red rivers. The area is characterized by large land holdings* commercial­
ised agriculture* and wide difference between the economic status of labor­
ers whether share cropper or direct wa^e* and that of plantation operators.
Of more direct applicability are several studies of land tenure mads 
entirely within the state which show that pronounced income and related
3 The numbers in parenthesis have reference to the bibliographical 
listings, pp. 11*7 toi£L.
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differences tend to exist between owners and tenants in areas of highly 
commercialised agriculture* Blalock (8) shows that the average net 
income for the year 193b for 89 survey plantations located throughout the 
delta was about ; 5*000 for landlords, $203 for wage hands, $28b for share 
croppers, and $1*25 for all other tenants* Me Neely, Barton, and Hedges,
(33) though not comparing the family income of land owners and tenants, 
show that the income of tenants was lowt for share renters, $727 in the 
upper and $526 in the lower delta $ and for share croppers, $505 and 311 
in the upper and lower delta respectively, for the year 1938. McCormick 
(27) reports that in a foothills county of the Osarks for the year 192b 
owners had an income 53 per cent greater than tenants*
Origin of operators* Hamilton (18) compares the tenure status of farm 
operators with that of their fathers, in seven rural areas in llorth 
Carolina for the year 1935* Seventy-seven per cent of owners, b6 per cent 
of tenants, and 2; per cent of croppers were the children of owners* The 
seven areas in North Carolina and the several thousand family records 
used were scattered over the state and were not differentiated by the 
prevalence of family-type farms or commercial agriculture*
McMillan, (29) analysing 1937 data for 1,032 families residing in the 
open country in Oklahoma, shows that the tenure origin of the current 
operators was similar to that found by Hamilton* Seventy-seven per cent 
of owners, 56 per cent of renters, and 36 por cent of share croppers had 
fathers who were farm owners* The sample was selected from four counties 
of the state and does not differentiate the preponderately self-sufficing
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agriculture in the eastern from large ranches in the western part of the 
state*
For a foothills county of Arkansas, closest to the Ozarks among the 
counties studied in location and apparently in tenure conditions, McCormick, 
(27) without presenting adequately supporting data, states, "There were 
no important differences between farm owners and tenants in birthplace, 
education, size and composition of households, or number of living 
children*”
Very little evidence has been assembled of a nature to support or 
disprove a corollary suggested by the present study, namely, that in areas 
of fa&ily-eize farms and prevalent rise on the agricultural ladder the 
occupational or tenure-class origin, or generally the social and economic 
background, tends to be similar for owners and renters*
Methods of acquisitions of the farm* Sanders (kO) for the J&ack
Prairie of Texas shows the amount of wealth owned and the amount borrowed 
at the beginning of each tenure stage* At the beginning of the owner stage 
for current owners net wealth exceeded somewhat the amount borrowed* For 
Cedar County, Iowa, 1920, Von Tungeln and others (5U) indicate that the 
sources of "capital" accumulated prior to the change to the current tenure 
status, whether by owners or by renters, came primarily from agricultural 
origin* Prior nonfarm work for the farmers had no or little importance 
in the ascent on the agricultural ladder*
pond (38) reports for a questionnaire sample for Minnesota that 79
per cent of individual owners acquired their farms by purchase, 13*5 per
cent by inheritance, and 7*5 per cent by foreclosure* Turner, (53) report-
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ing how landlords In the United States acquired their farms, based on 
2G,6U2 questionnaires assembled in 1920, states that an average of 79 per 
cent purchased the land, 16 per cent received it by inheritance, 3 per 
cent by marriage, and 2 per cent by homesteading, the percentage of 
farms purchased for the lowest census region was 70 and for the highest 
83, a fairly high degree of uniformity in the purchase of land by the farm 
landlords of the regions. Hibbard and Peterson (20) collected 2,263 
questionnaire responses during the year 1922 for the state of Wisconsin.
The results indicate that about 80 per cent of owners purchased the first 
farm owned while about 6 per cent received the farm by inheritance. 
Spillman, ($0) tabulating data for 2,112 midwestem farmers in five states 
in 1919, shows that nearly two-thirds were acquired by purchase, nearly 
one-third by inheritance, while one of every fifteen farmers ”married the 
farm”.
In the studies reviewed, dating from 1920 until recent times, It is 
rather uniformly indicated that purchase was the preponderant method cf 
acquiring owner-operated farms, the percentages for sizeable sample groups 
ranging from about 6J to 90. I owever Blalock (8) reports that of 86 plan­
tations in 23 delta counties 38 per cent of the total acreage was purchased 
and an additional 17 per cent acquired through mortgage foreclosure* No 
explanation is given of why this proportion is markedly lower than that 
shown by other studies* None of the studies in the older sections of the 
nation, where it is suspected that inheritance has relatively more im­
portance than it has in the more recently settled states, reports the
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method of farm acquisition on a comparable basis*
Migration in relation to land tenure* Some systematic research has
dealt with the extent of migration from farms, with mobility on farms, and 
with the continuation of families in agriculture as an occupation* No 
research has been directed primarily toward an analysis of the relation of 
inter-group migration with vertical mobility or the operation of the agri­
cultural ladder within the local area, as corollary aspects of the same 
general process*
In respect to the continuation of farm children in agriculture, 
Anderson (3) concludes, based on questionnaires filled out by high school 
students in three counties of Hew York, in 19U0, that farming as an occu­
pation is transmitted from father to sons of the present generation (1930
and after) to a lesser degree than from father to sons in the previous 
generation (1900 to 1930); farming in New York State in the past decades 
has been able to absorb about one-half of the children reared in farm 
families*
Far several counties of North Carolina, over the period 1905? to 1935, 
Hamilton (IB) shows that about one-half of all geographic (spatial) moves 
were accompanied by a change of tenure status either up or down the agri­
cultural ladder* Yet he concludes, as P. 0* Williams does for a South 
Carolina sample, that farm families with high mobility rates— whether they 
be owners or tenants——accumulate less property and have lower incomes and 
a lower standard of living*
Beers (5>) states, for two communities In Kentucky for the year 19^1, 
"Agriculture in the past has selected as fanners those who could succeed.
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and failures have ’washed out1. This,. • ,1s the converse of the usual theory 
of selective rural-urban migration, but the evidence of this study justi­
fies its assertstion ae a hypothesis •" There was ascent on the agricultural 
ladder for operators who remained, and of those who withdrew, tenants more 
than owners were assumed or suggested to have been ^washed out”•
Tenure process and the business cycle. Mo study was f ound which deals 
primarily or nominally with the effect of economic recession and inflation 
on the operation of the agricultural ladder* Brannen and others (U,32,33, 
37) have pointed out that southern cotton planters tend to allocate a part 
of the cropland to laborers in times of labor shortage as a means of keep** 
ing the labor supply more secure* The trend among the cotton plantations 
of Arkansas has been a reduction in the total number of farm families in 
relation to the amount of cropland* Those of lower tenure or labor status 
tend to be displaced or replaced more extensively than operators of higher 
status* During the depression the drop in the number of share croppers 
was apparently higher than at any other time* The trend is indicated as 
being a secular trend and more closely related to mechanisation and de­
creased total acreage in cotton than to changes in the business cycle* 
Hamilton (18) shows farm mobility graphically on an annual basis from 1905 
to 1935 in several local areas in North Carolina. The charts indicate 
that changes from one tenure class to another tend to increase somewhat 
during periods of economic recession*
Tenure mobility* any studies show the changes of tenure classes 
occurring during the lifetime of the operator* The investigators have 
compared the distribution of classes at different ages of operator®, or
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conversely, the average age of operators for each tenure class* The 
tenure histories of the farmers in most of th© areas studied indicate 
that th© ascent on the ladder exceeds the descent* In some of the areas 
of favorable operation of the agricultural ladder tenancy was increasing 
and little change occurring in the total assets of agriculture* For such 
areas no attempt was made by the writers to define and analyze the factors 
which tend to offset the rise on the agricultural ladder occurring during 
the lifetime of the operators* The apparent contradiction lead Cox (11) 
to challenge the validity of the agricultural ladder hypothesis* In th© 
article Cox broadens the concept to refer to historical ownership pro­
gression*
Beers, (£) based on data for £63 farm operators two in Kentucky com­
munities, states that during their farming experience 22 per cent had been 
owners only and 20 per cent renters only* About 38 per cent had had a net 
rise on the agricultural ladder, while 8 per cent descended the scale*
Spillman (£0) shows the stages passed through by 2,112 owners opera­
ting farms in 1919, in five midwrstern states* Thirty-four per cent 
became farm owners immediately after the family laboring stare, 32 per 
cent passed through tenancy, 13 per cent worked as a hired man, and 20 per 
cent were first a hired man and later a tenant prior to acquiring owner­
ship* Hibbard and Peterson (20) show similar climbing, but with mare 
complexity, for 2,263 farmers in northern and southern Wisconsin, using 
data obtained in 1928* The proportion of owners who had passed through 
the tenancy stage was somewhat lower for Wisconsin than in several other
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states of the.region. It was indicated that 32 per cent of 'iuconsin 
farm owners had been renters as compared with 69 per cent for Mebraeka, 
based on a eaaple of hl9 farms, and 67 per cent for Kansas, based on a 
sample of 2,060 faros. In the Wisconsin study it was noted that ownership 
was being acquired later in life, but the oegree of this change ims said 
to be less than popularly supposed. Before 1662 over half of the farmers 
became owners at the ages 21 to 25 years $ between the years 1912 to 1922, 
only 21 per cent became owners by the twenty-fifth year of age*
Allred, (1) for 623 farmers of the cotton belt in 1937, slums that a 
majority had remained in the tenure class in which they began farming, but 
more than twice as many had climbed the agricultural ladder than had de­
scended it.
Tenure and social performance. In many studies tenure classes have 
been compared on the basis of one or more socio-economic measures such as 
financial net worth, the amount of property owned, the level of living, 
and social participation.
Pond, (3 ) for northern and southern Minnesota, found that owners had 
more hone conveniences* Thite, Rnsminger, and Gregory (55) compare tenure 
classes in the southeastern delta counties o£ Missouri and show that refriger­
ators and several other possessions were present only among; owner families*
The general health situation in these delta counties with a high percentage 
of tenancy was distinctly inferior to that of the state as a whole.
danders, (uO) for a Texas sample, reports that the house value for 
owners was three times higher than that for share croppers, and more than
2k
double that for renters. The average living cost for cropper families 
was $$ per cent, and for share-tenant families 71 per cent, of the average 
cost of family living for owners. Automobiles, telephones, and rural free  
delivery of mail were utilized more ext nsively by owners, and more owners 
received magazines and newspapers. Scarborough, (U2) for Negroes in 
Virginia, reports that the house value for owners exceeded that for renters 
by three times and that owners had a pronouncedly higher rate of sub­
scription to newspapers and magazines.
Owner and part-owner wives participated more than wives of renters 
in most group and community activities, as indicated by a sample of l,li*l 
operators in nine eounties of Nebraska (39)* The difference in office 
holding was particularly pronounced. Johnson and Foard (2?) in a is sour i 
study show that higher percentages of owner children completed the district 
school and the high school. In a prosperous farming area in Iowa, Anderson 
and Kyan (2) Indicate that owners participate somewhat more in a majority 
of activities. In some activities, however, tenants participated more. 
Their conclusion that tenants are less local in their social participation 
than owners is directly opposed to the findings'& the present study in 
the Ozark area.
Mci&llan (29) reports proportionately more memberships in organi­
zations among owners, with the number of memberships per fa m ily  also being 
higher. Vale and female heacs in full-owner and part-owner families have 
store church membership. For another sample, he (30,31) reports, f1Tho 
average housing index scores decrease in size for tenure -roups as follows i
part-owner, full owners, tenants, and 1 others1*" But he considers 
factors cither than tenure as tending to account for the difference, such 
as the possession of tractors and difference in income or economic statue. 
Some difference, though not as ' renounced, persisted when the owner-tenant 
comparisons were”controlled” for (1) age of operator, (2) total number of 
seres in farm, (3) value of farm owned or leased, and (1) average number 
of school grades completed by operator and wife. Allred and Haskopf (h) 
found that the living conditions of owners and renters were similar in 
many situations (in the cotton belt) and that membership, attendance, and 
office-holding in farm organizations were somewhat higher per family for v
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renters than owners. This is the only study that favorably reports tenan­
cy in the "cotton belt"; however, the tabular data do not appar to fully 
support the conclusion reached (1). Sanders reports for the Texas sample 
that a larger proportion of owner children were promoted in school*
’.VilliajM (5>6) shows that a higher percentage of owners had various house­
hold possessions and that owners attended church and Sunday school, masonic 
and other fraternal societies more extensively* Owner children continued 
in school longer*
In a concise review of tenure research Schuler (U3) concludes, ^An 
analysis of the findings reported in about £0 studies appearing since 1922, 
dealing chiefly with consumption data, and representing conditions in 21 
states, showed that: (1) Southern tenants (not including share croppers)
were consistently found to occupy a status lower than that of Southern 
owners; Northern tenants, however, were not consistently found to occupy
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a social status lower than that of Northern amors •" A previous study by 
the same investigator (Uii) of corn and cotton belt farmers, dealing es­
pecially with the subjective aspects of tenancy, tends to support tho fore­
going conclusion. The Southern studies upon which the conclusion was based 
were located mainly in the cotton growing areas* The findings in the 
present Ozark study raise the question as to how extensive tho marked differ­
ence in socio-econondc status of tenure classes is in the South* Doe® the 
differentiation extend, if not to the Ozarks, to other areas such as the 
Southern Appalachians which arc characterized by family-sizo fams and 
relative sufficiency of production for home use?
Progress during the life cycle. Among studies primarily of the life 
cycle of the family which make some reference to land, tenure is one in 
■ forth Carolina by Loomis (2£) which states that about the same proportion 
of owner and renter children continued the industry of farming. The 
amount of land farmed increases during the life cycle of th© family, a® 
the size of family increases, but remains rather constant per adult unit. 
Owners put more money into the farm enterprise and into investments in land. 
Owner® increase the value of the furniture as the family becomes older* 
Tenant® are either too poor to increase furniture outlay, or find it 
impractical to do so because of moving much more often than do owners. 
Kirkpatrick, Tough, and Cowles, (2h) for farm families in Wisconsin, show 
that ownership Increased with tho advance in the family cycle from ?0 per 
cent for preschool to 9U per cent for the adult group* Tarn families 
strive to attain ownership through reinvestment of savings on specific
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farms during long periods of time*
Hrannen (9) in a brief article deals with the possibilities of progress 
during the lifetime of the operator in discussing the limitations of the 
plantation system* He states, "The weakness in the system (plantation), 
from the tenant's point of view, is in the avci'all aspects of inflexibility 
mentioned y&ich tend to restrict economic arid social advancement# In 
addition the determination of farm plans by the operator and close super­
vision in all work, do not apparently leao to improvement in managerial 
ability#"
oultcr (hi) studied farm tenure "in process" in a township in 
TtLsconsiru he combined case-study and quantitative methods of analysis 
to indicate life time and area changes in farm tenure within the small 
local area* lie challenges the ownership concept as fallin short of the 
ideal and, depending on the amount of encumbrance and other vitiating 
factors, found it in many cases inferior to tenancy# he concludes,
"••••the ’natural’ processes of life and death will transform a land tenure 
system in which clear owner—operatorship m y  predominate into one in which 
encumbered ownership and tenancy are of significance*"
The contribution of the Ozark study* The study in the Ozark area has 
a place, first because of the dearth of infornation concerning farm tenure 
in the mors self-sufficing, g emoinachaf t-like agricultural areas in the 
state and in the nation, and second, because the study seeks to analyze 
the interrelation of migration, the operation of tho agricultural ladder, 
ar*I the performance of the family in the community* Heretofore, these
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aspects have been analysed singly or described without attention to their 
relationship, and the areas selected for prior study have been characterised 
by a more highly commercialized type of agriculture*
CHAPTER II
m n i m  as a process
Introduction
Half of the farmers of the county who are less than 30 years of age 
are renters and half are owners, while only 11* per cent of the farmers 60 
years of age and over are renters* Tenancy decreases pronouncedly as the 
age and experience of the operators increase* In the analysis of tenure, 
it must be considered that most young renters who remain in agriculture 
become owners, and that ranting is primarily an early phase in the tenure 
cycle*
Older operators are more favorably located in respect to Harrison, 
the principal trade center of the county, than younger operators* They 
are also somewhat closer to the high school centers of the rural com­
munities* The value of farm property owned is much higher for older opera­
tors, not only in land and buildings but also in machinery and livestock* 
The younger renters, as prospective owners, increase the size of their 
farm businesses during the period that transpires before they acquire 
ownership of a farm. The average size of rented farms is somewhat smaller 
for operators in the intermediate-age group than it is for younger opera­
tors, due to the change to ownership of renters who previously operated 
the larger farms. Again, the “permanent1* renters approaching their 
sixtieth year of age tend to have somewhat larger farm businesses than
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those of intermediate age*
Operators just beginning ownership farm less land, and the sise of 
their businesses may be more limited in other ways than during the pre* 
ceding renter status. However, owner operators who started farming as 
renters have demonstrated by attitude and achievement that they consider 
ownership desirable even though at the beginning it may entail a reduction 
in the aise of their farming operation or an acceptance of a less desirable 
location in the community*
The young farmer, whether owner or renter, normally accepts a dis­
advantaged position on the agricultural ladder, but he enlarges his farm 
business and accumulates property until about his sixtieth year of age*
In the course of the process, most of the operators who start farming as 
renters acquire the ownership of a farm. In the meantime location in the 
community is given consideration as well as improvements in respect to the 
farm itself* Such changes, whether pertaining to the farm or community, 
are usually accompanied by a change of residence*
Tenure succession during the working experience of the farmer and 
from parent to offspring, and the changes in farm operations accompanying 
a change of residence, are described in this section* The relation of 
the tenure process to the social performance of the farm family is the 
subject of a later section*
Origin of Operators
llore than 90 per cent of present operators report that they are the
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sons of farmers, and about 00 per cent report that they are the eons of 
owner operators (Table £)• The origin of renters is strikingly similar to 
that of owners, which is to be expected if renting is essentially an earlier 
phase in the tenure cycle* Of present renters who were reared on a farm,
82 per cent report that their fathers were farm owners. On th© same basis, 
90 per cent of owner operators and >2 per cent of their wives report that 
their parents owned the land they farmed* *
The data show that a larger per cent of the parents were farm owners 
than the 70-percentage ownership rate that prevails at the present time 
and which has held fairly constant since 1690 according; to census records* 
This higher proportion of ownership among parents of owners and renters 
than prevailed in the general farm population is at least partially ex­
plained by the fact that the tenure status of these parents was reported as 
of the time of the marriage of the informants* 3y this time, the parent 
operators had had many years of farming experience, and many had already 
changed from tenancy to ownership* In addition, the older operators tend 
to report the highest or final tenure status of their parents instead of 
that existing, as requested, at the time of the informants' marriage*
The place of origin of owners and renters is also similar. Approxi­
mately one-third of the present owners and renters were born in the com­
munity in which they resided in 19Ul, one-half were born ia the same 
county, and three-fourths in the state* One-half of the operator© who are 
not natives of the county cane into the area with their parents before 
beginning to work for themselves* Of those who started their ainful
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employment before migrating to the county, about two-thirds had engaged 
in nonfarm work* Most of these operators, however, followed nonfarm work 
with farming before entering Arkansas or Boone County*
Nonfarm employment, in some instances, has led to the purchase of 
work stock, machinery, and land. In spite of this, only 8 per cent of 
the present owners and 7 per cent of the present renters are the children 
of parents whose working status was nonfarm and thus have true non!'arm 
origin.
Proportionately more owners than renters came from nonadjacent states* 
Likewise, the owners had engaged more extensively in nonfarm work in 
distant cities*
Inheritance of the Farm
In spite of the fact that about 80 per cent of operators, both owners 
and renters, and 67 per cent of their wives, report that their fathers 
were owners at the time of the infornrnnts1 marriage, only 1U of the 189 
operators reporting had inherited their farm. Included in this figure 
are two farms received as the wife's inheritance. The possibility of the 
operators' inheriting many more farms existed, since about 300 farms were 
owned by the parents of present operators (owners and renters) and of 
their wives, since children who farm are more apt to be given the farm 
than those who migrate to the city, and since not over one-third of the 
parents of present owners were living at the time of the study. It appears 
that direct inheritance by operators has been relatively incidental and
3k
other methods of transmitting farms from one generation of operators to 
the next have been of primary importance.
Migration of the Children
A reason for this lack of family continuity on the land is indicated 
in the migration of children of the present older owners. In families 
whose head is over 55 years of age, there is a pronounced deficit in the 
number of male children remaining on the parental farm who are likely to 
assume operation of it. Thirty-seven owners, of the sample of 101, are 
55 years or older. In these 37 families there are 10 male children under 
20 years of age and 39 male children over 20 years. Of those over 20 years 
of age, all but nine have left the parental home. About one-half of the 
male children remaining are still under the age when migration usually 
occur8, and there is more than one child in several families. Only one of 
about six owners over 55 years of age has a son who seems likely to operate 
the home farm after the retirement or death of the parent.
The occupational change and dispersion of the children of the present 
generation, although the process is not yet complete, gives indications 
of being much more extensive than occurred in the preceding generation 
(compare Tables 5 and 6). Continuation of the agriculture of the county 
is increasingly dependent on migration from other areas, even though the 
number of children bom to farm families in the county is in excess of the 
number necessary to operate a constant number of farms and to replace 
parents. In the older families, which may b© considered completed, 3*9
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Jttl* VI• SoitoBM aai Oooupation of Adult Children of Present Or m n  
and Renters
laoludlng All Childroa 2D ynri of Ago and Owr
Children of
Seeldeaoe and oeoupstioa Owners Kontoro
Rosiioaost
With parents*
Elsewhere la c a m l t g ^  
Elsewhere la county*
Other counties la stal 




Fbadljr laborer (with parents)-
Ooaorw■■■■■■ i ■■■  ..... .
laborer— —
Total*—  — —
Noztfamt
Professional or 
Clerieal* skilled, or aeniskilled' 
Uasklllod laborer- 
totals ■< «»■ *■« 
Total— — —
H r  pent
*For aarrlod daughters# the ooeupation of the husband is given#
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children on the average were born to owners and U*8 to renters*
Selective migration is related to the succession of children on the 
parental farm, Migration selects disproportionately from the larger farms 
and from situations that would seem to o fer the best opportunities for 
making a living in farming (Table 7)* Migration is as extensive from the 
families of farm owners as from those of renters* It is greater from 
large farms than from small ones, and greater for children who have had 
high school training and training in vocational agriculture than for those 
who attended grade school only* Thus the owner of the relatively large 
farm is more able and likely to send his children to high school, and his 
children are more apt to migrate out of the community and out of agriculture 
than those of any other class in the community* Similarly, the rate of 
migration is higher from families in which the parents have some high 
school training, participate more in community affairs, are more favorably 
located in the community, and have better houses* The rate of migration 
is considerably higher from the families in which the operator1 s first 
status after leaving home was ownership* Such operators are the older, 
more stable owners and the present renters who had a more favorable status 
earlier in their tenure history*
It is thus indicated that the out movement of farm youth is selective* 
The continuance of the family on the land, in the community, and in agri«* 
culture is more apt to be disrupted by migration in those situations where 
the beet adjustment with resources seems possible.
Effect of Economic Change
In this county and subregion, the trend in the number of farms has
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fable VII # Proportion of Children 80 Yeere of Ago end 0 w t Both Male 
end Fbmale* Who Changed from Forming and Who Loft tho 
Coxanunity
Including 133 Children of 0m»r Femiliee and 81 Children of Renter 
Fmlliic
Wot# i Only children of tho present or loot union of the operator 
are ineluded* All elaeeea In the table include a minimum of 30 children 
except ehere otherwise indicated*
* * * * * ' "          " ' m Children clwSng " Childr#n ̂
„  . . ^ * * ** from agricultural leaving honeM*«m  of p*roirt*l f«nlly o«auD«tlOBr  eomualtr
~*Thmor» kontora "*Tiwn*r* Ronton 
T5r cent
All ohlUn* (CD ywra of « d  o w l 8—  51-95 54-35 56 J»5 55.6*
Children born to family:
Leee than   —  50*0 30*3 55*7 28*6
7 or aore— — — — —• ■— - 33 *2 ©8*9 57*1 76*1
School grades completed by operator
Lees than 9— — —  —  51*8 5^*7 55-0 56*9
9 or mare (high lobool)........... 6^.7 71.]* 6^.7 57*1
School gradee completed by chi Id rent 
Loac than 10**— ■ — » **■*■**!.■ 37 *3 iU*3 $1 *7 hi*8
10 or more* 1 — — — -»»■»«»— — » 63*9 68*8 59*7 (5*7
Firat tenure ctatua of operator1 
Oamar ****„ ■ — - — *■** 60*0 59*2 71*7 70 *U
Banter ...... ................... 1*74 35-1 13 •! 37-5
Aeree in open land*
Leee than 80— — ■ *— — — — —  —  50*5 l|fi*0 53*1* l*li*7
80 or mure*- m■— — *■■*■— — *o*o*« L5*8 68*8 66*7 65*1
Crop yield Index eecrei^
£•11 than 75***— ■■■ ■ — — — —  51J* 52*3 58*3 50*075 or more— "-— — — --— — — — — -— —  51*7 52*9 5^*1 60.5
Value of farm property ueed:^
Leee than 12,650---— —  146*3 55*6 53*7 55*6
18*650 and over-™—  — — ™ ~ —  57,6 52,8 60*6 55*6
v*ln.?fi i ! & i n c r s : ^ ~ i L _________ 46.* 50.0 55.8 50.0
UPP*r half— ---------- — — ----- —  57-4 57-1 60.3 59-2
••Continued
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?able VII• Proportion of Children 20 Years of Ago and Over* Both Halo 
and Female* Who Changed from Farming and Who Loft tho 
Community -(Continued)
  ni.. . .. Children changing Childron
Status of parental fanily from agricultural leaving homo
ocoupation* community
fliwaora ftonfears ' bwmira fecntora
 ~ r ' ' r'~ Bar cant  .. .
53*3 58*152*1 ^h'2 6L,6
52*3 1*6*8 50*0
56*8 62*8 62*2
lik*2 $1*6 39#565*8 62,3 73.7
J|9*0 30 55 «1
62.5 66*7 56.2
51*i 51*5 51•!
5 *8 63 a  61*8
^tbe occupational change of married daughters ie based on the present 
occupation of the husbands*
2fhs children in military service or otherwise abnommily migrated 
are excluded*
5fh* rages for the classes that follow do not fall equally below 
and above the average departure rates for all children because of the un- 
equal distribution of the number of families in the dual categories and 
because not all families are reported or applicable for several items*
^fBolv?ee less ifretn the jfalnlmum of 30 children because operators tho 
attested high school have only about 10 per oont of the children 20 years 
or older*
5fhie Index is a composite of crop yields per aore expressed as per* 
wantages of the average yields for the state and weighted by the amount 
of land cultivated in each crop*
-Continued
Family income 19l*li®
bees than #600— — —  — ---- —  51 *1*$600 or mere—  ■■■«■■■ ■ >     ■ ■« - 51.7
Household and cultural possessions 
index secret"
Less than 28»... *■ —  —  — —  1*2*6
28 or wore— — —  ■- 57*0
Bousing index score|9
leas tM a  50— — — — --------- — — — ~  1*6*9
$0 or more* ■ ■ — 56*5
Participation index score t?
less than 60»* ■■■■'» ■.. ....   1*5*6
60 or more—  — — — —  61*1
Soeio-eeenoaio status index score 110 
leas than 150« ■■■ 1 ■ ■ l*l**l
150 or sore  ■ —  —  - 60*0
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Table V£I* Proportion of Children £0 Years of Age end Over* Both Mele 
end Female, Who Chenged from Farming and Vvho Left the 
Cowaunity -(Continued)
T i m  property ueed by the operator, whether owned or furnished by 
e landlord* The figure le the average Inventory value for the beginning 
and end of the year I9I4I of real estate, liveetook, farm -oohinery and 
other equipment, and feed and supplies*
^includes the same items as are included in the value of farm prop* 
arty ueed, but inoludes only farm property both owned and used by the
operator* bis Indebtedness on the farm Is subtracted from its value.
One-half of the owner operators owned farm property valued at less than 
^2,150{ half of the renters owned property valued at less then #690.
Inoludes the net cash income from the farm, the value of he me-u sad
produets, the change In inventory value of livestock ana irac; nery from 
the beginning to the end of the year, end any other earnings received by 
members of the family*
*See footnote 2, Table xxil, and footnote 1, fables A&ili and XXVI, 
for explanation of the derivation of these scores*
^The total of the housing index soore and the partioipation index 
score, plus the household and cultural possessions index score weighted 
by a faster of 1&*
hO
been downward far ft genera tl an or longer, while th«i l&nd arm in fares 
has increased slightly. The amber of famft in f)oam "aunty becrorsod 
f*on 2,Iif>3 in 1900 to 1,9-3 in 1930* ■ urin*; the depression period, the
Xunp-tiBe trend was temporarily reversed, and by 1935 tin* total nudber of 
farrsa had increased beyond the number existing in 1900* ty XybO the 
nmber was reported as 3,192*
Turing the bO-year period the number of B:aU farm on which a larger 
proportion of beginning; o;>eratar3 start i'arrdn# has rcmin<xi rather 
constant* >towevor, the number of far:* in boons County under 50 acres in 
slse increased from J486 in 1930 to C23 in 1935* lurirv: the 3*x& perlodf 
the nunber of Hediua* and lar,e-sis:c farm increased only by 16 ̂ or cent* 
Thus the degression ciare gr© tly affected bh© status of the beriming 
fi.ner# with respect to tiif* size of the farm he was able to rent, squftt 
on, or purchase, than it die. the status of the operator established in 
agriculture*
Tenure ’ lianges
;n the following discus cion are considered the tenure chan os 
occurring during the work-in*; experience of tho operator (figures h ard 5)* 
* or*.in" with parents on t!ie fanu and faixi rentin'; arc the principal ante­
cedents of ownership in the czark area* honihcrn o<ijdoyixtxit prior V- far®
«
operation as owner is gaining in importance*
SLily labor* The status of children wlio work with tlseir p-arent3 on 
tho hotiB fam after th-eir twentieth year of ape 13 covered by a variety of
Figure U, The renters are 10 years younger, on an average 
and the duration of farming experience is about 
$0 per cent less than that of owners. Many young 
renters are prospective owners and the younger group 
represents primarily an early stage in the tenure 
cycle. About one-half of the renters of the older 





















































































TENURE HISTORY OF 8 8  FARM RENTERS
O W N I N G  
R E N T I N G  
F A R M  L A B O R E R  
r a  F A M I L Y  L A B O R E R  
■  N O N - F A R M  E M P L O Y M E N T  





















Figure 5. Three-fourths of present owners have simple tenure 
histories comprised of ownership after leaving the 
parental family or of ownership following an inter­
mediate period of renting. About two-thirds of the 
changes from nonfarm residence and occupation to farm 



































































































IS) TENURE HISTORY OF 101 FARM OWNERS
O W N IN G -  
B S  R E N T I N G  
M B  FARM LABORER 
a  F A M I L Y  LABORER  
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tacit understandings• Compensation ranges from subsistence only to a 
fairly proportionate share in the return from the farm* Nevertheless, 
family laboring, like renting, is an important means by which operators 
acquire ownership of their first farm* For those who change from family 
laboring to renting, the money saved during the family-laboring period is 
the principal means by which livestock and machinery are obtained* This 
Is indicated both in tenure sequence and in the reports of operators as 
to the methods by which their farms and equipment were acquired*
Sixty-five per cent of the fanners reporting remained vrlHh their 
parents after their twentieth year of age* They remained, on an average, 
between h and £ years (Table 8)* Less than £ per cent of present fanners 
remained with their parents after the thirtieth year of age* The family- 
laboring period was followed by owning in 36 per cent of the cases, by 
renting in I18 per cent, by nonfarm employment in 12 per cent, and by farm 
wage labor in 2 per cent*
Of those who became owners after farming with their parents, 1£ per
fcent inherited all of the farm and 8 per cent inherited a part of the land 
cultivated* The remaining 77 per cent purchased the entire farm* A 
majority of those who became owners directly after working with their 
parents attribute the means of acquiring the farm to savings accumulated 
while farming with parents* Of those who became renters and report the 
source of funds used for purchase of livestock and machinery, more than 
one-half state that money had been saved during the preceding family* 
laborer period for that purpose*
U3
tacit understandings. Compensation ranges from subsistence only to a 
fairly proportionate share in the return from the farm. Nevertheless, 
family laboring, like, renting, is an important means by which operators 
acquire ownership of their first farm. For those who change from family 
laboring to renting, the money saved during the family^laboring period is 
the principal means by which livestock and machinery are obtained. This 
is indicated both in tenure sequence and in the reports of operators as 
to the methods by which their farms and equipment were acquired.
Sixty-five per cent of the farmers reporting remained with their 
parents after their twentieth year of age. They remained, on an average, 
between b and $ years (Table 8). Less than $ per cent of present fanners 
remained with their parents after the thirtieth year of age. The family- 
laboring period was followed by owning in 38 per cent of the cases, by 
ranting in 1*6 per cent, by nonfarm employment in 12 per cent, and by farm 
wage labor in 2 per cent.
Of those who became owners after fanning with their parents, 1£ per
fcent inherited all of the farm and 6 per cent inherited a part of the land 
cultivated. The remaining 77 per cent purchased the entire farm. A 
majority of those who became owners directly after working with their 
parents attribute the means of acquiring the farm to savings accumulated 
while farming with parents. Of those who became renters and report the 
source of funds used for purchase of livestock and machinery, more than 
one-half state that money had been saved during the preceding family** 
laborer period for that purpose.





























Ntimber Years Number Years Years
Owner-—-— --- ■-— 101 20.8 20.8 20 11.9 2.7 15.3Renter-— — - - ■ — ia 7.6 3.1 as lli.2 Hi .2 6.1iFarm laborer— — — ---------— 5 3.0 .1 9 5.8 .6 .3
f amily laborer - —  ■ 63 h.9 3.1 52 U.o 2 M 2.9Konfarm-...■ ............ — 21 12.0 2.5 19 0.2 1.8 2.3Not reported— ------------- -— 16 6.7 i a 9 0.3 .8 1.0
Total working experience— 101 —  ■— 30.7 38 — 22.5 28.2
■̂ Since owners are represented by a 20-per cent and renters by a 10-per cent sanple, the data for owners 
are weighted by a factor of 2 in combining them with data for renters*
Itk
k$
Nanfarm work. Nonfarm employment engaged in by present farmers of 
the county has been of three types: (1) employment while residing in a
city or other nonfarm area; (2) part-time nonfarm work while engaged in
e
agricultural occupation; find (3) temporary nanfarm work without change of 
residence, such as employment by the Work Projects Administration during 
the depression period, the first, like farm renting, leads directly to 
farm ownership and is therefore more frequently related to tenure change; 
the second, occurring after the farmer is established in agriculture, 
facilitates the enlargement of the farm enterprise; and the third enables 
the operator to remain on the farm when farming opportunities are poor, 
as during the depression years, and to resume full agricultural operation 
after the emergency has passed. However, nonfarm employment in its varied 
aspects is of only secondary importance as a means of enabling a person to 
start farming in the area studied.
Employment while residing in a nonfarm area, like renting, typically 
follows the stage of working with the parents on the farm and precedes the 
operation of a farm as owner. In several instances nonfarm employment was 
followed by a short period of renting which preceded the purchase of a 
farm. Nonfarm employment more rarely leads to renting than to ownership 
as the final or eventual status. Nonfarm work was somewhat common in 
determining the status of the older renters, but only three of 3h renters 
under UO years of age had had nonfarm work and this averaged only 1.3 years*
The role of nonfarm employment differs from that of renting as a step 
toward the operation of a farm as owner. In the cycle, renting usually 
comprised a shorter period of employment, or a temporary status, for the
h6
oliler owners who may be considered to have reached their final tenure 
statu®* Bbgjlcyraent while in nonfarm residence has been, for a majority 
of older owners having such experience, the longer, primary period of 
employment, with farm ownership following a® a return to farm residence 
after the operator had spent his more productive years in urban occupation*
During the 1930*3, there waa increased shifting from nonfarm residence 
and occupation to farm operation as owner, while at the same time the 
period of renting as a step toward ownership was prolonged* Of the sample 
of 101 owners, 22 had acquired farm ownership between the years 1930 and 
I9iil* Of these 22 new owners, seven came from nonfarm residence and 
occupation* their ages ranged from UO to 60 years, and it is evident that 
they were seeking, for the most part, security and quasi retirement on a 
farm where living costs would be much lower than those in the city* Two 
reported losing their business or job in the city* Climate and health 
were among the reasons reported for moving from urban or nonfarm places to 
the farm* Of the sample of 68 renters, 26 started farming between 1930 
and 19hl* Only three of these had changed from nonfarm occupation to 
renting*
Although about 21 per cent of the farmers had nonfarm employment for 
one or more years at some time during their working experience, only about 
6 per cent of the renters report that they saved money in nonfarm work for 
the purchase of w ork stock and farm machinery, and only 11 per cent of the 
owners state that they saved during nonfarm employment for the purchase of 
a farm (Tables 9 end 10)*
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Table IX* Chants in Temurs Status* All Owners and Renters
Tenure and change Owners Renters
First tanura statu a i* "".~—
Owner*— 50*6 11*1*
»— — *■«■»««*■»«»*«» *6 *8 72*8
Benibn- — --- -■"■ 11*5 13*9
Farm laborar— 1.1 £.$
Total*—  —    —  100.0 lOOTo
S«ual tanura statue’
Owner       71^0 10.1*
Ranter— — — — -— — —     Ig.l 80.5
Far* laborer or share cropper—  ---------- — —  .0 3
Nonfarm — — ------------- --------- -------- 13.1 5.7
total—  IWlO Vfct
status prior te present status;
Owner**— ----— — -— — — — — — — ™ .  19,8
Bsat>T"»««— — — — — — — — — — —  14X^7 — -
Farm laborer--— — —   tfo r.,3
lfonfar»~— — -— — .— ,    1^.6 16.3
Family laborer------ — ----------- — — — -— — — — - 1*2.7 5U*6
total-------------------------- ---------------m :$ TOOTS
Wagpw ■*■■»■« .a — iwn
All having aonfaxm experience— — — — — — — — —  20.5 21*6
Tenure nobilityi
Present status higher than first*— — --- — — - 53*5 38 *4
Sons—  --— ----------------------- -------- — — 1*6.5 1*6*5
Loner— — — — — * — —  15 »1
Total------- — ---- —   100.0 100.0
Tenure changes: ^ ^
Three or more— — — ------------- ------ *— - 8*9 22.1
Total----------------------------- ------------m 3
i c  UkitmA.
^This is the first tenure status after the cperoter began gainful 
enpl yment inle pendent of tie parental family-
%efere to the first status after the operator began working for 
himself. The classification of higher* same* or lower status is based on 
the following groupings, arranged from high to lowt 1) farm owner or part 
owner* nonfarm professional or proprietary occupation* (g) farm renter* 
nonfarm clerical* skilled, or semiskilled worker, > 5) farm laborer or share 
cropper* nonfarm unskilled laborer.
Table Methods by which Owners Aoquired their Farms
Method Owners reporting
Number far cent"
Plena acquired primarily through i 
Inheritance— '— ' «**— — *«— — ■— ». ■■■**.■■■*■—* ILj, 16*9
Honey saved while farming ae renter*— ■ ■ » >■* «■ 32 3® *6
Honey saved as feadly laborer*” ■■■■■ *»■>■■ ■*■*— — * 28 33 *1
loaf a m  morb— —  i 9 10»8
Total* ■■■.■■■*■...— - ■■■« ■■» ■■ ]§[ ISiyjb
Proportion paid when farm purchased«
Less than 20 par cent**—      2 8*0
20 * 79 per cent—  »>*■**■ ■■*»*■* «..»■— ■ * *  8 32*0
80 per cent and over*— *— —  — **** — *** * 15 60*0
total*  ..... .— *— *****************— . g  azns
Outstanding receipts**
Received prior to purohase of farm— ■■■****— >*■* 20 63*6
Received after purchase or not related***— *** 16 36<
Total*« — **—  ■ *** ■ **— ■*— * ******* HU 1€
^Receipts of bonus and insurance payments# inheritance of money of 
significant amount in the eocnoay of the finally are example* of "out* 
standing receipts«•
Nonfarm work was the first tenure status for about 12 per sent of 
the operators after they left the parental family* It preceded the pre­
sent tenure status for 15 per cent of the owners and 16 per cent of the 
renters* Its duration far the 21 owners who engaged in nonfarm work was 
an average of 12*0 years, which is an average, for all owners, of 2*5 years* 
The duration of nonfarm employment for the 19 renters who engaged in it was 
an average of 8*2 years, which is an average of 1*8 years for all renters * 
When only those operators 50 to 69 years of age at the time of the study 
are considered, the average number of years of nonfarm work is 16 for 
owners who had done such work and 10 for renters who had done nonfarm 
work (Table 11)*
However, as indicated by tenure sequence and by the reasons for 
change reported by the sample families, nonfarm employment has remained 
much less important than renting as a means by which the ownership of 
farms was primarily acquired* employment while in nonfarm residence has 
been sought as an end rather than an interim during which capital would be 
accumulated for the purchase of a farm* ISi© facts that tho return to 
agriculture usually occurs after the most productive working period of 
the migrant has passed and that the rate of return increased during the 
depression indicate the negative and refuge nature of the recent change 
to farming from nonfarm occupation*
Off-farm labor* Off-farm work has some importance in the rise on the 
agricultural ladder (Figure 6), Fifty-five per cent of the renters and 27 
per cent of the owners worked a month or longer at primarily off-farm 
labor during 19U1* The operators who engage in part-time off-farm em-





















Number Years Number Years Years
Owner------— - U5 25*2 2£.2 Hi U*.U 8.0 21.U
Renter- ■ -  19 7.0 2.9 25 19.0 19.0 6.5
Farm laborer----- -----  2 1.5 .1 1 22.0 .9 .2
Family laborer— ---- -  35 5.6 kJk 16 u>o 2.6 U.oNonfarm-— --------- —  10 15.5 3.U 7 9.6 3.8 3.5'Cot reported— -- ---- 9 6.U 1.3 6 10.5 2.5 1.6
To tal----- ------ U5 ---- 37.3 25 _ _ 36.6 37.2
^Data for owners are freighted by a factor of 2 (see footnote 1, Table VIXI)*
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Figure 6i Off-farm work has some importance as a means of 
b u ild in g  up a money reserve for the purchase of a 
farm. Fifty-six per cent of the younger renters—  
the prospective owners— worked off the farm a month 
or longer during l^Ul# This percentage was higher 
than for the owners and the older ’•permanent" renters,
51

ployment have farms that are smaller, and family incomes that are higher,
than the average. Fifty-six per cent of the renters under Uo years of
age— the prospective owners— worked off the farm more than a month, as
compared with 11 per cent of the older renters, Thirty-seven per cent of
the younger owners were similarly employed, compared, with 2l per cent of 
the older owners. The prevalence of more off-farm employment for young 
renters, during the age period when the greatest rise on the agricultural 
ladder takes place, indicates that the supplementary income earned is 
related to the change from renting to ownership. Similarly, this supple­
mentary income may implement the process by which owners enlarge their 
farms and improve their location in the community.
Renting, Thirty-seven per cent of the present owners began fanning 
as renters after leaving the parental family; about one-half began as 
owners. Of the owners who report all the years of their working experience, 
and who changed from some other tenure or occupation than family laboring,
70 per cent started farming for themselves as renters and 67 per cent 
rented immediately prior to becoming farm owners.
The period lasted, on an average, 7*6 years for those who rented and 
3,1 years for all owner operators. About two-fifths rented farms for less 
than 5 years, and nearly one-third for more than 10 years, but only one 
operator rented for more than 20 years before becoming an owner.
Three—fourths of the owners have simple tenure histories comprised of 
continuous ownership for 15 per cent, and of ownership following renting 
for 30 per cent. Though less than one-half of the owner operators start
53
farming as renters, a majority of the young renters become owners* The 
extent of the renters' rise on the agricultural ladder is further indicated 
by the fact that renters comprise 50 per cent of the operator® under 30 
years of age and only li* per cent of those 60 years of age and over* (It 
has been indicated that owners and renters move into or leave the county 
and change to nonfarm occupation to a similar extent, at least during the 
period of greatest rise on the agricultural ladder. The slight difference 
in quantitative migration cannot, therefore, be an important cause for the 
decrease in tenancy as the age of the operator increases*) Of the opera­
tors who changed from renting to ownership, 56 per cent became owners 
before their thirtieth year of age, 05 per cent before their fortieth 
year, and 9U per cent before their forty-fifth year of age (Table 12)* 
Renters usually acquire ownership of a farm before the period of maximum 
assistance in farm labor from the family* (See later section entitled 
"The Farm Family and Tenure*")
During the period studied, this change from renting to ownership has 
tended to, occur later and later in the life of the individual, indicating 
that it is becoming more difficult to climb the agricultural ladder* Of 
the renters who became 35 years of age before 1925* 68 per cent became 
owner operators before their thirty-fifth year* On the same basis, of 
the operators who became 35 years of age lifter 1925 (1925-19U1), only 30 
per cent became owners before their thirty-fifth year of age, A decade- 
to-decade comparison shows thc-t this retardation of the change from renting 
to ownership had been underway before the depression period of the 1930's* 
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it is the increasing importance of working on the parental farm after 
the twentieth year of age and of nonfarm employment in leading directly 
to farm ownership*
Ownership to renting* The tenure process has so far been described 
primarily as a net change, the product of both upward and downward movement 
on the agricultural ladder* In 19^1, seven per cent of the farmers held 
a lower tenure status than they had held at some time in the past; that 
is, they had once owned a fxrm, but were renting in 19U1* Of the renter 
sample nearly one-fourth had at one time been owners* Of the renters $0 
years of age and older, at which age the status held is usually final, £1; 
per cent had previously owned and operated a fain* The period of ownership 
averaged 11*9 years for these renters who had once been owners* Three of 
them had owned a farm for 10 to 20 years, and five had owned for more than 
20 years.
Of the 20 farms once owned by present renters, three-fourths were 
lost or sold during the 1930's* Three-fourths had been lost when their 
owners were 30 to h5 years of age* Only one-third of the former owners 
state that they sold their farms through choice* Nearly one-half attri­
bute the loss to heavy indebtedness and to resulting mortgage foreclosure* 
Three of the 20 state that they sold the farm to meet medical and funeral 
costs, and one that he sold his farm because of indebtedness duo to cattle 
loss and crop failure*
There is no considerable differ once between the owners y N io  lost and 
the owners who retain their farms in the method of acquisition— about 15 
per cent were acquired by inheritance and the rest by purchase, however,
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owners who had previously rented before pur chasing were less apt to lose 
their farms than those who began farming for themselves directly as owners* 
Presumably, the initial payments were smaller and the debt loads heavier 
for operators starting out as owners, resulting in a greater proportionate 
loss of the farms, especially when the economic depression struck*
Spatial mobility and tenure change * In the area represented in the 
study, moving from farm to farm is characteristic of the tenure process* 
Operators generally move when a farm is purchased, to rent more or better 
land, to improve their location in the community, or to seek other ad­
vantages* Some farmers move excessively and little improvement is realized 
by their moving*
Data on spatial mobility were obtained only for the 10-year period,
1932 to 1?U1, when the process of rise on the agricultural ladder was 
retarded* It is therefore believed that the extent of improvement made by 
moving, though evident, was less pronounced for this period than normally 
holds* The general econotdc retrenchment was revealed particularly in 
the disadvantaged position in which beginning operators were placed (see 
previous discussion of the effect of economic change)* Rut even during 
the 1930's, the established operators realized some improvement in respect 
to the farm and location in the community*
As will be shown later in the comparison of older and younger opera­
tors, progress in terms of a long working experience is much more pro­
nounced than that made by the last move of the operator*
Two kinds of data were collected: (1) the operator*s opinion regarding
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the change of farms and (2) quantitative facts concerning the present and 
the previous farms and their accessibility to neighborhood and community 
centers, The statements of the farmers and the quantitative data are
substantially consistent* For instance, lh per cent of operators who
increased the size of the farm by the last move report an increase in
income, while only 36 per cent of those who decreased the size of the
farm claim some increase in income* Quite possibly improvement in the 
quality of land would account for the higher income of some of these 
operators whose new farms were smaller* However, those #10 have moved 
most claim greater improvement from the,last move than those who moved 
least, while data indicate that farmers moving only once or twice expert-* 
enced somewhat more improvement by the last move*
Somewhat less than half of the present owners moved during the 10- 
year period (Table 13), the move usually involving the first acquisition 
of farm ownership* The accomplishment of ownership after renting meant 
in many cases that the farmer was willing to accept a smaller farm or a 
less desirable location in the community than that held during the previous 
status as renter* Change of location from one owned farm to another 
usually involved an increase in the amount of land farmed* The average 
number of miles from the dwelling to church, elementary school, high 
school, and community center increased somewhat as a result of the last 
move of present owners (Table lu) • It is noted that, of the families 
moving, a higher percentage of owners than renters changed communities 
(Table 15) and came from distant points where they were usually engaged
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Table XIII. Changes la Residence Made by Ounere and Ranters* 1932 to 
19U
busbar of Times Moted# and Reasons for and Changeb Resulting from 
the Last Mots Made
Item Oanars Ranters
Timas moTsd during the 10 years} 
Rone— *
1 -
3 * 4— — —
5 or more— —
Total*
Milas of last move t*
Lass then
J m 
















Primary reason reported for last novei 
Attractiveness of present farm in respect to i
land* house* voter# a to 1*2*8 25*8
lelghborhood and eomHumity-— — -— 3*6 6*J
Familial or personal considerations— — — — -*— —  £8.6 16.1
Total— --— — -— — -— — -— — —  73*0 I*&4
UadeslrablAlty of prior farm in respect tot 
Landlord vanted piaee— — — — — — — — —  3*6 27*1*
Land* house, water, ate*— — -— — — — — —  *0 12*9
Familial or personal reasons— — — — — — —  *0 1 «6
Other" « ■■■■ —  ■ —  £1 .1# 9*|
Total* _ ____
Total------------------------     —  100.0 100.0
Change in else of farm by last novsi
Inereass— — — — — — — — —  50*0 55*5














  J S ojel
Living conditions 1
BattOfW11" ■ ■ ■■— W W — ■ ! Jjjl «1| hO *5
bores11 28*6 32*8
Total------------------------------  - J E 3L  MoSffEffective incomes — *— ■
Higher*— —»— 57.6 60 *7
Ho considerable »— *—  12*1 21 -3
‘T E H — -------------------------------------------------  T S § il
*A11 novas during tha 10 yaaro including thosa from parental hone 
and from nenfarm area*
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feble * TV, Comperison of Present Location of Owners end Renters in the 
CesBMinl ty with their Looetion Prior to the Lest Love
Sots i Includes only operate rs who moved during the 10»year period* 
1932 to 19U •
















1*8 1*9 1*6 1*91.8 2*7 2*7 2*5
3*3 5*0 k*k 3*9
5*0 5*k 5*0 k*h
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hbli XV* Intent of Chang* in Croup Relationship* of Families of O m n  
















Percentages pertain to tha proportion of all move* wad* by all 
owner* or ranter* during th* 10-year period, 1938 to I9i|l» that r**ult*d 
in th* ehang* of th* group* *peoifled.
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in a nonfarm occupation.
Three-fourths of present owners reporting th© reason for moving to 
another farm indicate that it was the attraction of the new location or 
farm rather than the inadequacy of the place left that was the primary 
motive for the change. This differs markedly from renters, less than one- 
half of whom report being favorably attracted to the place to which they 
moved. A greater proportion of owners state that improvement was made 
by the last move in respect to community, living conditions, and effective 
income than report that the siae of the farm was increased or the distance 
to the community centers reduced, possibly because of the prominence in 
their thinking of the accomplishment of ownership. Such subjective report­
ing again attests to the regard that ownership as such is accorded.
Proportionately fewer renters, among whom ownership was not a motive 
for moving, changed from (me community to another. The net result of 
changes of location made by renters within and between communities was to 
lessen distances to the elementary school, high school, and the community 
center. Fifty-six per cent of those who moved increased the siae of the 
farm, and 6 per cent made no considerable change. General improvement was 
accomplished by the last move of the renter in spite of the fact that more 
than one-fourth report being forced to move because the landlord wanted 
the farm— a reason of much prominence during the depression years.
The possibility of renters Improving their status by roving was 
lessened by what appears to be an excessive amount of moving. Fifty-seven 
per cent of the renters moved three or more times during th© 10-year
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Table XVI. Comparison of the Far® and Economic Situation of ’.enters Who 
Moved Mere or Leea Frequently During the 10-year Period *
19 38 to l iU
Motet All averages are expressed as medians*
ftmea renters ohanged 
farms during 10 years
teas than 2*2 2* or more
— Number 2*7 2*1
Age of tptrttoy      Yttrs 2*2*9 2*0 •!
Open land inform— -■ - — —  ■ ■■Aertt 72*3 72**0
Animal aaltr " — ■ ■ ■■Wuaher 11*9 10*1
Value of ftrt property weed— — — Dollars 3*000 2*262
Value of farm property oimod— — -Dollars 775 571
Value of lend per aero—  — -Dpilars 10 8
tally income during year— —  - — Dollars 6i6 3r 2
Distance to Farrlsoa—  ■ ■ ■■■■■ ■■—  Ftlee 7*7 10*5
Distance to esasBunity center— — — Miles 2**1 2**6
*Thlc class Includes 10 renters eho did not move during the 10-Year 
period*
^The nurtoer of salami units Is based on a standard farm management 
seals* A horse or see is given a value of one* and other kinds of anl* 
M i a  are given equivalent values that mere originally determined by a 
study of the relative amount of feed the animals consume*
Table XVIII • 81 as of Farms 0 para tad by Present Owners Fifty leara of Age and Over at Seeezmial Ages
dotal Includes 27 owners for whom, oomplets acreage history was obtained* only ons of whom 
rastad any land during tha parlod oovered* An lnauffleiant number of rantar hlatorlaa was obtainad
for Inclusion In tha table*
Average a Isa of fan at specified 
age of operator
















Owners 60 years of age and over:
Record complete fro® thirtieth year- 
Record oomplets from fortieth year—
Owners $ 0 - 5 9  years of ages 
Record complete from thirtieth
Average, ail recordj
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Table XXX* Comparison of th* F*rm and Beonomio Situation of Younger toi Older Fora Owners and Beaters 
Kotos All averages aro expressed a a medians unlaaa otherwise no tad*
Age of owner Ago of rontor
It-m 20 - 59 50-69 20 - 59 50-69
yaara yoara yaara years
Farms-
Opan load In farm*— — —  
Animal units on farm* ■ —  ■*■ 
Value of farm property used — 
Value of farm property onad^ 
Value of land par acre-
•Sumber
■Ac
Family income during year*- 
Crop yield, of stats average^ 
Cropland in legumes-— —  










Distance to coeenunity cents]
— — — — — Ifaariaer 
-------- »jalas
—  ■' ■■■ w w m i i  1-Hil.as
19 1*5 3U 25
75.9 72.1 61.6 78.6
10*6 11*1 11.5 11.6
3sSh2 3 #571 3.07k 2.9162,Old 2*978 829 86010 Hi 10 9
626 695 709 6aU80.2i 85-3 8U-7 82.5
h3»9 I4B.I1 3U.5 51 <218-0 10.0 U«9 11.7
1*9*2 1*34 1*5-511.0 9.1 114 6.85*5 1**2 U-o 3 4
^Thsee averages are means*
^The topography index score for a farm is the number of contour lines on tha 0* S* Geological 
Survey topographical map for tha area which fail within the area one-half mile north, south, east, and 
east of tha farm residence* Tha contour lines on tha map for tha Boone County area represent changes 
in elevation of $0 fbet.
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Tibli XX* Changea la tha Proportion of Tananay axvi la tha P m  and Baonomla Situation of All Oparatora 
Aocording to their Agee









Proportion of teaane] 
opaa load la fan*
Anliaal uaita aa f«
^alua of fan proparty uaad- 
Value of fan pro party owned- — -dollar a 
Value of land par ae
Family lacoas during ______
Crop yield, of atata peerage-*— »B*r east 
Cropland in loguaet^" —  ■■ ■ 1 i W  cent
Topography index tcore^ 
Hoiitisg index ecore^ 
Distance to Barriaon^ 
Dlatanea to eenwMBity >ntar3 -43350
2 0 - 2 9
yaara1










2b be SU 76 39 19
30*0 33.3 83«7 17-9 5.3
75*8 78 J i m»7 73* 73^ 58.710*8 11*0 10.6 U.6 10.5 8.3
3 .0 a 2.796 3.SI& 3.318 3.137
l*7Qb 1.331 2.038 2*20 8.708 8.916
15 9 10 Ik lit 16
68b 656 686 70k 633 876
61*0 83*2 7k* 87.8 78* 7 9 ^
51*0 33*0 33* 1*8-0 1*2.0 1*8.0
11.8 12*3 11.9 10.6 9.8 6.8
1*7-5 1*5.7 ¥•3 1*8.2 1*9-5 58a
10*0 11.6 9J» 8.7 7* 7.2
5*2 W * 5«0 3-7 k-3 5-5
of tha xaluas for oparatora laaa than 30 yaara of ago ara absonally ralaad by tha presence la 
tha eewple of eeearel fama of exceptional talua acquired by loan fro® tha Fa n  Security Administration*
^ ata for owners ara weighted by a faetor of 2 (aaa footnote 1* Table VIII)*
^l%aaa averages ara sad last*
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but only a few acquire ownership after the fiftieth year of age# On the 
other hand, to the rank of the "permanent" renters are added a few operators 
who were formerly owners, Data are not available showing the proportionj 
respectively, of owners and renters who have been displaced or for other 
reasons have left agricultural occupation# That the proportion is proba- 
bly similar until old age is indicated by the fact that, of th© children 
of present operators who are from 20 to £6 years of age, about equal per-* 
centages from owner and renter families have left agriculture or have 
migrated from the county#
It is significant that only one of the renters in the sample exceeded 
70 years of age (he was 71), while nearly 10 per cent of the owners sampled 
were 70 years or more# The renters are unable to obtain land and compete 
in agriculture after their physical capacity has undergone marked decline# 
The "permanent" renters, as a whole, have not evidenced the ability to save 
and it is suspected that, unlike owner operators, they tend to become de­
pendents at old age# Though the income of owner families in which the 
operator is over 70 years of age is much lower than that of families with 
operators in the younger age groups, the value of farm property, condition 
of house, and economic status in general show little change#
Changing from one tenure class to another is largely completed by the 
operator1* fiftieth year of age. Only three of the 1*5 owner operators from 
50 to 69 years of age changed occupation or tenure after th© fiftieth year 
of age. The change consisted of beginning fanning after nonfarm employments
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either directly os an owner or as owner following several years of renting* 
Seven of the 2$ renters 50 to 6^ years of age changed tenure after the 
f if tie tli year, four after losing equity of a farm and three tiirough a 
shift from nonfara employment* About 10 per cent of all older operators 
change occupation or tenure, the changes consisting principally of the loss 
of ownership or the quasi retirement to agriculture from nonfarm occupation* 
The value of farm property owned shows evidence of increasing through­
out the tenure cycle* The average value of farm property owned by operators 
doubles, and the aggregate value increases several timos, with the increasing 
age of operators* The increase in the aggregate value of farm property 
owned by all operators is due primarily to an increase with age in the pro** 
portion of owners.
The increase in average value of farm property owned by the operator 
is due primarily to a reduction in the indebtedness on the farm, the 
purchase of additional land, the sale of one farm and the purchase of 
another of higher value, and iifjpi ovoroe nts made on the far:i. Hiis trend 
is sufficiently extensive to offset the tendency toward reduction in the 
averag e value of farm property owned by owner operators during the a e 
period of active rise on the agricultural ladder du© to the addition of 
farms of new owners which are lower in average value*
Farms held by the older operators are of more level land, as indi­
cated by the topography index* The average number or acres in the farm 
tends to increase oiirinp the period of ownership* An owned form is a
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stable unit, and there was no change in sise in the majority of cases* 
However, the increase in some was sufficient to affect considerably the 
average for all* The average number of acres in open land farmed by all 
operators changes little, because the tendency to increase during the period 
of ownership is offset by the addition to the group of new owners who farm 
less land at the beginning of ownership and of operators coming from non­
farm occupation and residence who tend to begin farming with less acreage 
than the operators of farm origin*
Another consistent consideration is that of location in respect to 
the principal trading center of the county. On the average, operators 
over 50 years of age reside much closer to Harrison than operators less 
than bO years of age. However, the relationship is not as consistent in 
regard to the distance to the high school or other facilities of the primary 
community.
CHAPTER III
TENURE AIII) SOCIAL PERFORMANCE
In this section the family living and social participation of owners 
and renters are compared in detail. Related to this is the question of 
whether barriers exist to f ree association between the tenure classes.
The content of the indices for housing, household and cultural possessions, 
and social participation, which are used throughout the study for their 
summary value and brevity, is also presented in this section.
Economic Status and Family Living
Farm property owned. One of the most consistent difference® between 
owners and "permanent renters" is in the capacity to save, as evidenced by ' 
the acquisition of farm property including the ownership of the farm. As 
noted in the preceding section, such ownership is associated with stability 
in the community. The average value of farm property owned, including 
livestock, machinery, land, and buildings, is $2,732 for owners after the 
l£ per cent mortgage indebtedness has been deducted and 7̂t>5 for renter® 
(Table 21),
The aggregate value of farm property owned by owner operators as a 
class increases more than five times from the age group of 20 to 29 year® 
to the age group, $0 to $9 yoars, for all operators the aggregate value 
increases more than four times. This increase is not only the result of
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Table XXX • Sim of Farm, Value of Farm Properly# and Yearly Family 
Xnaoae of Owners and Kents re
Kotei All averages are expressed as means unless otherwise noted
Item Owners Renters
— Number 101 88
All land in farms— — — — — ™ — -™^9ree^ 10? lljj
Open lead in fin w  73 77
Cropland in faiwa— — — — Aoree 31 3k
Work etoete— ~ — — — — — — — —— — — — — — Number 1*9 2*1
Animal unite— ™ — — ™ — — — — — — ■■̂ifambor 10.6 11.1
Average value of:
Idveetoek— — — — — -------►---^-.Dollars 579 621
v aehlnery-— — — — — TToiicrB 213 173
Residence— — —  — —
Other buildings— — — —   -boiler* 817 2^2
Land ---- -------------------- — dollars 1,637 1,365
Land anl buildicgs— — — — — — — — — — |jglljr£ 8,33U 1,932
Ail farm property used— — — — K S S r e  3*206 8,851
All farm property owned— -— — — — — boilers 2,738 785
Land per awe^ »»— »*■-  — —  — -— Pollers 13 9
Value of hcmeMieed produets— -— — — --hollars 866 848
Family lneome*■ — — --— -Do liars 638 6 3
Crop yield, of state average— —— f t r  eent 80.7 81*8
Cropland in leguasel— — — ifrr oent i*7 *3 36*0
Hhese averages are medians*
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th® initial purchase of the farm but of th® reduction of indebtedness 
and the enlargement and improvement of the farm acquired. The average 
value of farm property owned by all operators from to 69 years of age 
is nearly double that owned by operators from 20 to 39 years (Table 20), 
However, renters from £0 to 69 years of age own farm property valued at 
$360 (Table 19), which is about the same value as that owned by young 
renters when they are starting farming. The equity is primarily in livestock 
and machinery. There is no evidence that the Income which might have been 
invested in farm ownership was used by the older renters for the advance­
ment of the family. The level of living of the families of older renters 
and the occupational and educational status of their children compare un­
favorably with those of families of the o3der owners.
Family income. The income from the farm is slightly higher for owners
than for renters; however, the renters work more days off the farm, and 
the total family income is thereby raised until it surpasses that of owners, 
(See footnote 8, Table 7, for definition of income,) A larger proportion 
of owners than of renters have extremely low income: in 19U1, 23 per cent 
of the owners received less than §U00, while 16 per cent of the renters 
received less than that amount. On the other hand, a larger proportion of
owners have relatively high income: in 19U1, 12 per cent of the owners
received more than *>1,200, while only 7 per cent of the renters received 
more than $1,200,
The farm basis. The farms of owners and renters, Irrespective of the 
age of the operators or their stage in the tenure cycle, are compared in
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Table 21, Tithln the 1*0- to 260-acre range studied (no farms larger or 
smaller than this range having been included in the sample) the farms of 
renters tend to be somewhat larger in acreage, with land and buildings 
evaluated somewhat lower. The gross difference in farm resources is not 
pronounced*
Housing and fixed equipment. The farm houses owned by the occupants 
are more adequate and in better condition than those used by renters, 
T*enty*-eight per cent of the owners have relatively high housing index 
scores of 60 or more, as compared with 6 per cent of the renters. Resi­
dences were scored on Ijli items of housing and fixed equipment which reflect 
the comparative adequacy and condition of the dwelling* In 32 of these 
lili items, owned houses are found to be superior to rented houses (Figures 
7 and 8 and Table 22),
The renters realise some advantage over owners in being able to adapt 
the sise of the house to the family sise* Among renters, the larger fami­
lies have somewhat larger houses than the smaller families, while among 
owners the reverse holds* Although a greater proportion of renter houses 
are smaller than owner houses, and renter households are somewhat larger, 
more of the owner families reside in extremely overcrowded conditions.
Six per cent of the owner families have persons or more per room, as 
compared to 3 per cent of the renter families* Renters move frequently 
and have more latitude for the selection of a house in reference to family 
size*
eighteen per cent of owner residences are wired for electricity and
Figure 7« More than half the farmers in Boone County reside in 
houses of the horizontally weatherboarded type.
About 10 per cent, almost entirely owners, have native 
stone houses. The stone house illustrated was planned 
by the owner occupant and oonstrueted by his own labor.
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Figure 8, The median index score of log and vertically 'weather- 
boarded houses is about half that of the stone houses. 
About 3$ per cent of all farmers of the country live 
in such houses. Though the housing scores are gener­
ally higher for owners, the values tend to fall some­




Table XXII* Proportion of tho Houses of Owners and Honiara Which Have 
Desirable Footuroo or Conditions
Proportion of homes having 
desirable feattaro or condition
Iton and grouping .
,,      , — ..... ................ftTOtgi— n,— .arotegg.Par cant
GroundsI
fard fonoad . ■— .....  51.5 51.1
Lawn—    ■ 8.9 8.0
Landscaped        5.0 9*1
lard well kept-— ■■■■■■ ■ ..... 20.8 13.6
Sanitary location1— *— ■ 51*5 37*2
House, exterior*
Loss than 25 years old— —  .■■■■■— ■ 57.4 37*9
■arc than 1 story'    28.7 20.4
Steps In good condition--—  ■—.■■■—  79*6 72.5
Foundation* nail or eoaont piles— —  47.0 23.9
Gonstruetlont
Overlapping boards, stone, or brick-* 58.4 71*6
Structurally sound      89.1 86.4
Weatherboards painted* ■ —  — ■*■*■*** 57.1 67*5
Paint in good condition— — -' — — —  42.3 25.0
Hoof of composition notarial— —— — —  30.2 26.5
Hoof does not leak—  *■ ■ ■ *■ ■ ■    —  72.3 61.4
Brick or stone flue or chimney— — —  84.9 85.3
Chimney or flue in good repair— —  52*3 45.6
Bln or more windows-— — — ■— — — 86.0 68,2
Too or more windows per room— —  70.0 61.2
Ho broken glaee in windows— '— —  69*2 59.5
Windows screened— *— — — *■■*■—  75*2 77*6
Screens in good condition- ■■■ - —  75.8 64*2
Three or more outside doors— — —  61.0 72.1
Boors wall fitted— — — ' —  48.8 35*7
Boors screened— —  80,9 78.8
One or mors porches— '— — —  75*2 88,2
Porch screened* —  — —    43*4 30.7
House, Interiori
Ftour or more rooms- ■■■■■■ —  —  ■■— ■ ■ —  67.3 58.0
Lee? than too persons per room***—  87,1 80.7
Separate kitchen ■■■ ■ ' *— ■■ ' ■»■ *■" ■■■■ — *■ 29*7 29*5
Separate dining roon"1' - "*■— — —  26,7 28,4
Two or more bedrooms*— *—     —  64,4 50,0
Walls closed or well insulated*—  41.9 25*0
*Continued
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Table XIII* Proportion of tho Houses of Owners and Renters Which Have
Desirable Features or Conditions -(Continued)
Proportion of homes having 
doairablo foaturo or condition
Iton and grouping
Qwwra R * n t w
Living roont 
Soparoto living room-
Wall constructions framing ceiling— —  
wall oovoringi plaater, paper, or board
Floor of planed boarda ........... ■
Floor painted or varnished"'--■ ■
Woodwork painted or varnished-
Otbert 
Kitchen sink-
Kitchen cabinet built in- 
Wired for electricity-—  
water piped or punped»—  
Privy ■ ■■■■■■■ ■■
T.t*l l t M  lneludad2-
Traita or conditions, aeon

























*The iton hee particular roforonoo to tho location of the dwell­
ing and veil (distance, slope) in respect to animal pens and barns*
^Fbrty-eix iteea vero origimlly ineluded in computing tentative 
scores for the 169 residences* Tho tentative total scores vero arranged 
by quart 11 os and the values for each item examined for dif ferentlatlon 
among the snebered quart lies 1 and 2, 1 and 3, 1 and 4, 2 and 3, 2 and 
ip and 3 and 4. The 41 iteas accepted (2 vero dropped) support tho 
total score by differentiating between all quart lies or in more than 
hwif of tho 6 possibilities with neutral effect in tho others*
The slapis weighting of each item,^ for tho presence of tho desire 
able traitf 1 if in applicable, 0 applicable but trait absent, was selected 
because It seems to serve as veil as more complicated methods* See 
Sewell, willlaa S., "The Construction and Standardisation of the Seale 
for the Measurement of the Socio-Economic Status of Oklahoma farm Pasti­
lles, * Oklahoma Experiment Station Technical Bulletin 9, 1940, p* 43, 
footnote 22*
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9 per cent of rented houses are so wired* Springs are used as the source 
of water by 1? p r cent of the owner families and by 13 per cent of the 
renter families; wells, by JUl per cent of the owner families and 37 per 
cent of the renter families* This leave® proportionately more renter 
families using cisterns, which are considered less desirable by farmers 
of the area*
Household and cultural possessions* The condition and adequacy of 
rented farm houses are, to a considerable extent, the responsibility of 
the landlord* Household and cultural items are owned by tenants and moved 
when they change from one residence to another* Thus the index of house* 
hold and cultural possessions reflects an aspect of family living over 
which the tenants have more direct control*
The index score is somewhat higher for owner than renter families 
(Table 23)* However, other than telephone and the electrical equipment 
(refrigerator, iron, and other items), the use of which depends on the 
house being wired for electricity, the difference is not very pronounced*
The proportion of owners and renters having an automobile or pickup is 
Identical, although the renters' automobiles are older models, 6$ per 
cent having been made before 1932 as compared to kQ per cent of owners* * 
Renters have fewer books than owners* The gross difference in subscriptions 
to magazines and newspapers is not marked* The younger renters tend to 
subscribe to more magazines and newspapers than the younger owners, but the 
reverse holds for older renters*
Vital rates* Of the 281 births which had occurred in renter families, 
lh of the infants died within 12 months of birth, a rate of 50 par 1,000
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Table XXIII• Proportion of tho Owner and Router Families Having Various 
Household and Cultural Possessions
Proportion with tho possession 
Item and grouping .
 .....    ■ in —    OiflMfw,,,....-
House furnishings i 
Living roomi
Floor ooverlngt llnolenm or rug—  70,2 73*9
Coueh or davenport— — 4,7.5 33.3
ahadis*  ------ —  „ 83.2 72.7
Curtains or drapes**■— *— ■*■ 83.2 88.6
Dining room sot—      16.8 12.8
Linoleum on kitchen floor-— -— — —  72.0 81.6
Equipment!
Saving me shine- — — — — — — ..— .. 85.1 80.5
Electric or pressure lamps— —  38.6 18.2
Jacketed stove or furnace— — — —  1.1 .0
Cooking range-■—    — — *— -■ ■ - 67.3 71.6
Movable kitchen cabinet-— — — - — " —  12.6 18.9
Refrigerator, mechanical— —  - ■—  8.9 1.2
Refrigerator, lcs*» ■■■— —  ».— — i* ■ ■ 15.8 14.0
Electric or fuel iron— — —  — ■ 22.8 8.2
Pressure cooker—  ■■*■— *— *** 48.5 49*4
sover washer 20*2 12.5
Equipment for boiling clothes— —  50.5 55.7
Plano-..— ■■, ■ —  11.9 2.3
Radio*----------     —  65.3 78.4
Telephone" — — — —  —  - ■ ■ ■ 20.8 5.7
Automobile or pickup*— —  ■« ■■■— > 48.5 48*9
Automobile, model 1932 or later—  61.4 25.6
Cultural possessions!
Daily newspaper"'     —    21.8 21.6
lleekly newspaper ■ ■ ■ 1 ■ — — *—  71.3 64.8
agaslne, farm*.— *— —  —  75.0 73.8
Magaslne, other.-. ■— ■*■— — —  28.3 32.5
Books, eight or more   ■ ■■—   75.5 64.0
Others
Furniture insurance— — *— " —  4.0 2.3
Life insurance, family head***— —  6.9 4.5
Burial insurance, family head— * 65*5 72.8
Burial insurance, homemaker— — * 70,1 75.7
Burial Insurance, children— — — *— —  51.7 71.4
-Continued
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Table XXXIX, Proportion of tho Conor and Ranter Families Haring Various 
Household and Cultural Possession# -(Continued)
Proportion with tho possession
Item and grouping . . ............... ....-—
Owners Renter
fim .fftafr
1 Number Number32 32
27*5 25.8
Neutral, not reported, or inapplicable,
.8 1.3
28.3 27.1




^Sane netted employed >8 for the housing index (Me footnote 2, 
Table XXII).
births. Of the 311* births in owner families, 16 infante died, also an 
infant mortality rate of 50 per 1,000. The mortality rate for all renter 
children is 5.6 deaths per 1,000 years lived, and that for owner children, 
U.5 deaths. No consistent difference is noted in the incidence of disease 
for owner and renter families for the year lpbl, and the difference in 
other vital rates is unimportant.
Medical care. Another indication of the level of living is the amount 
of medical care a family is able to obtain in relation to the need. Few 
illnesses occurred during the year l?Ul, and the sample may not be ade­
quate in size for reliable comparison between tenure groups. The illness 
rates (somewhat higher for owner operators, lower for their wives, and 
similar for the children as compared to renter families) indicate no sig­
nificant difference between the tenure classes (Table 21*). However, the 
children of renters consistently received less dental and medical care.
Social participation
Social stratification. The extent of intermarriage as compared to the 
prevalence of tenancy in the community indicates the degree of social 
stratification along tenure lines. Prior to marriage most of the present 
operators and homemakers resided with the pare ntal family and their status 
at that time was largely determined by the status of the family in which 
they were reared. For this reason the tenure status of parents of the 
operators and of their wives are compared.
•%
The parents of 6f of the present owners were also farm owners. Of
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these 67 owners, UU married daughters of owners, and 11 married daughters 
of renters• Of the 9 owners whose parents were farm renters, 7 married 
daughters of owners, and one, the daughter of a renter* (The other 
owners married into nonfarm families*) Of 57 renters whose parents were 
farm owners, hi married daughters of farm owners, and 9, daughters of 
renters* Of 13 renters whose parents were renters, 9 married daughters 
of owners, and 3, daughters of renters* (Sewn of the present renters 
married into nonfarm families, and one into a farm laborer family*) In 
oases where both husband and wife were reared on the farm, the owner-renter 
unions comprise 29 per cent of the marriages*
The marriages of present operators have occurred over a period of 2*0 
years, but the extent to which they married outside or within the tenure 
class of the parents is closely proportional to the tenancy ratio histori­
cally prevalent in the county* Sine® about equal numbers of owners and 
renters are the children of farm owners, the extent of marriage within and
outside the tenure class of the parents is nearly identical* The data
rather consistently indicate the absence of stratification by tenure groups 
in the county.
The data on marriages of the children of the 101 owners and 88 renters 
would reflect any more recent tendency toward stratification by tenure 
group* The percentage of owner and renter children marrying within and
outside the tenure class of the parents is again similar* In the absence
of tenure barriers, renter children would have equal opportunity for 
marrying outside the tenure clans as owner children have for marrying
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within the tenure class, owner children comprising about JO per cent and 
renter children about 30 per cent of the offspring of present farm opera­
tors. Owner-renter unions comprise 39 per cent of the marriages (Table 2£J)* 
Then the figures are refined to Include only the owner and renter children 
still in agriculture and residing within the county, they show that such 
children marry across tenure lines in similar proportion to the ratio of 
owners and tenants in the farm population (70 per cent and 30 per cent), 
again indicating that little or no social stratification exists between 
tenure groups*
Visiting of owners among owner and renter neighbors is roughly pro­
portional to the representation of the tenure classes in the county* Of 
the visits made among nonrelated families during the year 19hl, 33 per 
cent were of the owner-renter combination. Of the visits made among 
related families, 35 por cent represented, a combination of tenures. This 
same proportion roughly holds for the more familiar practice of families 
eating meals together.
The absence of stratification is probably related to the facts that 
owners and renters have a similar distribution of income and that renting 
is a temporary status for a majority of young operators. The size of 
farm, current income, and education of the operator and his wife are 
similar for both owner and renter classes. Owner and renter families 
belong proportionately to the same church denominations and to the same 
social organizations, with the exceptions that will be noted later.
Social participation. The difference in social participation between
07
Table Xa Y* Ansoelation A&ong rasdLlinn of 0»m©r ©ad Ksntcr Classes
ind of association
nrriefo of operator:
In sfrloultur©— — «— »— »•—
SJTlaf ® o f c^iildren:
. till renioent la county——
'mally visits during year 1941: 
A oat relatives**— '— — — *-'*• 
A-on* nonrclstiV'-fi— —
























The c u r her of owners la the simple is rultipi.ied by 2 (not. foot* 
note^9 ;able VIII).
2lhlo percentage Is based on the tenure status of the operator*• 
fa-, her and of his .lfe’s father.
"\his percentage Is based on tenure status of tho o^r-tor 
that of the rotrur of iiie child’s Tsate.
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owner and renter classes is related to the selective effect of the opera* 
tion of the tenure process* Comparing all families without regard to the 
age of the operator it may be noted that renter families have a higher 
average social participation score except in the high school enrollment of 
their children (Table 26)* The family of the young renter, who is a 
prospective owner, tends to participate more in group activities than the 
family of the young owner* the social participation of the renter class 
declines more pronouncedly with advancing age, and the older renter group, 
comprised of operators who are not likely to acquire ownership, participates 
less than the older owner class* Mien the children of renters reach ado* 
lescent and adult age the tenure class of their parents is more or less 
fixed, and such children participate much less than children of owners, 
especially in community activities. Another difference is that the parti* 
cipation of all members of renter families tends to be more largely confined 
to the neighborhood level than that of owner families (figures 9, 10, 11).
The general pattern of participation for operator and wife is similar. 
The average participation score for each in renter families is higher than 
the correspoixiing score in owner families. Both renters and their wives 
rather consistently exceed the owners in participation on the neighborhood 
level, as is evidenced in church attendance, school board and parent*teacher 
association membership, attendance at picnics, and in interfamily visiting 
(Tables 27 and 28). However, the owner operator exceeds the renter in





9High school, children «nmwih ***— — *Church attendance 
Sunday school attendance^ 
Motion pictures**— — — —  
Trips to Harrison**
Trips to other community centers 
Info m l  association with relatives®— * 



















^Ia order to keep the score comparable for families varying in age 
composition and size, the derived score for each type of participation 
Is expressed as a percentage of the highest number of points it is 
possible for the family to earn. For example, the younger families with­
out children of participating age have a lower number of potential points 
as a divisor of the points earned in this nethoc of commuting partici­
pation score.
2nigh school attendance. child. 15 years of age and over (the
child in the family with the highest sc ool performance), no high school 
grades completed, 1; ninth grade, 6; tenth and eleventh grades, B'f 
twelfth grade, 10. For each of other children. 15 years of age and
over, no high school grade completed, 1} ninth grade, 3} tenth or eleventh 
grade, 5; twelfth, 6. The number of points it is possible to earn is as 
followsi One child 15 years of & e and over who has stopped or finished 
school, 10$ other children, 6. If still in school, one child 15 years 
old, 6$ 16 and 17 years old, 8$ 18 years old, 10. Other children still 
in school, 15 years of are, 3f 16 and 17 years, 5$ 18 years, 6.
^Church attendance. Head &£ family, none, 1$ less than 1/4 of 
regular services, 3$ 1/4 to 3/4, 5 $ 3 A  and ov*rt *• flMMMtoC M *
dren 12 vaara of age and over a& ftome. same weightings*
-Continued
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Table XXVI. Social Participation of Owner and Renter Families During 
tho Year 1941 *»( Continued)
Sunday school attendance. Haaff of family and homemaker combined, 
cane weightings as for church attendance of head of family. Children 
£ 1ft 1& years g£ age, same weightings as for church attendance.
^Motion picture. Hooft and homemaker combined, none, 1; less than 
6 times during year, 3j S to 11 times, 5j 12 times and over, 6.
Children %sl years g£ age, same weirhtinge as for head and home- 
maker combined.
^trips to Harrison. Head, none, Ij less than times during 
year, 2j 30 to 59 times, 4; 60 times or more, (• Homemaker, same 
weightings. Children, not Included.
^Trips to other community centers. Head, none, lj less than 
30 times during year, 2} 30 to 59 times, 3| 60 times and more, 6. 
fayy. weightings. Children, not included.
^Informal association with relatives. Family, no reported 
contacts, 1; visiting only or exchange of work only, 3} meals together, 
or visiting and exchange o work, or visiting and meals together, 5} 
meals together and exchane of work, or visiting and exchange of work 
and meals together, 6.
9Informal association with nomdatives. Family, same types and 
weighings as with relatives.
Figure 9. A larger proportion of the total contacts of renters 
than owners fall within the neighborhood, llembers 
of renter families attend church and Sunday school 
and other meetings held in local buildings more fre­
quently than do members of owner families.
In some small neighborhoods church services and 
Sunday acliool are held in the school building 
(middle). The discontinuance of the use of the 
building for school purposes often means that the 
building is not kept in repair, and its abandonment 
for religious purposes follows (bottom).
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■
Figure 10. Generally owner families exceed renter in the 
amount of participation bn thi bomimbiity level. 
This is especially shown in enrollment of youths 
in the consolidated schools, which are usually 
located at the trade centers. Approximately twice 
as many of the children of owners Uo to 69 years 
of age were enrolled in high school as of renters 




Figure 11. Harrison is the principal center whose service area extends over Boone County and
into adjacent counties as well. It is the county seat and the local headquarters 
for the Agricultural Extension Service and other agricultural agencies. Older 
farmers participate more extensively than younger, and owners more extensively than 





fdbla X7VII • Social Participation of Pam Camara and Rantara During 19l*l
mmssmasmammmmmmmmmstmmrnimmmassmam
_________ typo of partialpation and grouping Ownora Ranters-
Educationali
fcwllld la high |OhOOl"»w*w>■■■■ «*■ mm mmmmmmmmmmmmmm S3 *7 |6<|
Ca^litld high aShOOl"*—  wwp«*wr«i ■»»—»>«»■»«■«»—«tmmmt.mtmtmmrnmm 6»§ 9*3
Office or boat oalii 
County agent— » *■*■•■>«■«■«>«»— »■■<»»■«■■«>»■ ^  *3
P*8«A* s u p a i n y i *»*«»•**— »«»«wwo»>w 16 >8 68*7
Rallgloust
Ghoroh aanber— -- 1i5 *§ I40J4
Attaadads
Churah aarrlaaa 10 or aora time— — —  39*6 56*8
ItOTiral aarrioaa»■ li6*5 68*3
Sunday sahool 10 or norn tinaa— 33*7 k£*0
Young paoplav a organisation mootings-— — — —  5*0 8*3
Midweek prayer ana tings— ««»— ■ ■ * *  7*9 9*1
Civicj 
Kanban
Sahool baaid*— *----— -— -—  2*0 U*5
Land-uae planning oosgaittaa—  — * »*»■»*»—*— 1̂ *0 2*5
Pair aosmittaa and alaation board***”*-****--***--™- 3*0 2*3
F*S*A* aoaaaittsa— — *■ ■ 2*0 3*U
ooamittas— 7— — —  2*0 ^*5
VotaA in A*A.A* alaation— — — — — — — —— — — —  28.7 17*0
Votad in gaaaral alaation— — — — — — —  70*3 68*8
ftaaraatioaal 1 
Attended*
Motion picture ehowa—— — — — — — — 29*2 86*8
County fair— — — — — — — — — * 27*7 30*6
Picnic a ... — —  --- — — *.   30*7 35*2
Sahool anbartalananta— — — — 1— — —  86*7 1|2*0
Of Hglngfn* mmrnm &U*3 £7 *3
Basketball ga»a#— »— ■*****1’— — — — — — * 12*9 10*3
Baaaball ganaa-— — 5*9 1*1
Parfomad in pioye— — — — — — — — — — — — — *— —  4*0 5*7
Huatad— — — ■ ■■■*■*******■«>— *«— -**— ****** 36*6 35*8
H  shad- —  25*7 3®*U
-Continuad
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fable XXVII. Social Participation of Fara Owners wad Heaters During 
-(Continued)
Type of participation sad grouping Owners Heaters
Bor neat
Other activities»
Trips te trade center# weekly or more— — — — — —  65.5 69 .0
Visiting with relatives during year*— --— — -— — —  73*0 82.8
Vlelting with neighbors (nonrelatives)!— -— -— — —  85.2 89*8
gxekanged woite**— 69*3 79*3
Attended meetings a 
Freterasi societies-— — 1.0 *0
American tegicafc*— 2*0 1.1
Perm Bureau**— ■»■«■■■■■— »—■ ■ ■ 1 1 * 9  8 ► 0
bomber of telephone cooperative--— — — — — — — - 20.8 $.7
xThe percentage of farm families he Ting one or more visits to or 
from relatives or neighbors during year*
Table XXVIII• Social Participation of the Wive* of Owners and Kenters
Furin* 1941
'̂iv'-e of Wivea of
Typo of participation and grouping owners renter*
HfiEZ5S™~eww
Educational!
Enrolled in high school— — — — — — — — — — —  31.5 25.6
Completed high 7.6 3*5
Attended neetlng of Home Demonstration Club— — —  79,3 62*4
Office or hone eallt
Hone Demonstration Agent— — — — — —  9*0 11*2
f*8*A. hone supervisor— — *— *— — *— — — — — —  15,8 23*9
Religious1
Ghureh member**— — *— *— — — — — — —  70*8 67.5
Attended!
Chareh services 10 or more time*— — * 44*3 51.5
Revival eervieee— *— — — *— — — —  48*3 62*5
Sunday school 10 or more times— — *—  39.1 48.2
Young people•* organisation meeting*— — —  6*9 2*4
I omen* s auxiliary organization meetings— —  5*7 2*4
Midweek prayer meetings— — *— *— — * 9*2 8*2
Cl vie f 
Members
7.8 *A. committee— *— — — — — —— —  *0 3*5
P*T*A. committee— — *— *— — — *— — — — — — — —  1.1 4*7
Voted in general election— **— ****— — — *— **** 29*2 36*5
Recreational1 
Attended*
Motion picture shows— — — **— — — * 28*9 28*4
County fair**— — **— *— — — — *—  25*8 31*8
Picnics— 32,2 35*3
Playe— *— 1 — —  5.6 4*7
School entertainment*— — *— — *—  3®*2 44*7
Basketball game*-— *— — — — *— - 9»° 9*4
Basebnll game****— — — — *— *— *—  3*4 *0
Performed in pley*-.— — *— — — — — —  4.5 4.7
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participation in several types of activities conducted on the community or 
county levels, such as membership in land-us© planning committees, voting 
in A M  and general elections, membership in fraternal societies, the 
American Legion, telephone co-operatives, and the Farm Bureau, and activi­
ties involving contact with the County Agricultural and AAA agents*
The children of renters participate less in activities on both the 
neighborhood and community levels* This is evidenced in attendance at 
church services, Sunday school, and meetings of young people’e church 
organisations (Table 29)* It is also seen in all school activities ex­
cepting li-H club meetings*
henter children attend high school much less than owner children*
When all families are considered, irrespective of the age of operator, 16 
per cent more owner than renter children attend high school and one-third 
more ere graduated* This again reflects the operation of the tenure process, 
for only those operators over 39 or UO years of age have children of high 
school age or older* Consequently the high school enrollment of children 
pertains, in most cases, to families whose tenure status has been finally 
determined* In other words, the families with low high school enrollment 
of children come from the "permanent” renter group* 'hen the data are 
confined to enrollment of cidlaren of operators from 5>0 to 69 years of age, 
the difference is even more pronounced* Expressed as the percentage that 
the actual years of high school enrollment are of the potential enrollment, 
the figures are 35 for renter and 72 for owner children (Table 30)*
Ik bit XXIX* Social Participation of tho Children of Garners and Renters
During 1941
Note* Percentages are based on the number of children 6 years of 
age or over unless otherwise noted*
Children of Children of
Type of participation and grouping owners renters
XdueatlonaXa
Enrolled in high school1— i**̂ ************ 63*6 56*0
Completed high schcol^>— ■*— ■■■■«>■*«■■*■ 37.6 28*6
Attended 4*H club BMtinge^*^^*— * ^ - ^ *  93*8 96*6
Religious»
Attended*
Charsh senriees 10 tines or more^— —  50,0 43*3
ReTiwal tcrrlces— *— **— — — *—  42*2 48*3
Sunday esheel 10 tines or more*— ™ —  60*6 57**
Young people• e organ!cation meetings*-*—  18*3 8*5
Midweek prayer meetings— — — — —  8*7 5*0
Recreational*
Attended*
Hotlon picture shows— ***— *— —  58*6 39*8
County fair— — — — — — — — —  20*0 30*7
Plsnios— *— *— **— ****— — *—  42*1 29*8
Plays— *— *— ***— *— *»— ■***— *— ** 5*9 4*0
School entertainments— — — •— *— —  60*3 55*3
Singings*— — — — — —  22*2 19*8
Basketball games— — — — —  12*6 16*8
Baseball games— **— **— *— — *—  1*5 3«5
Performed in* ^
Basketball games^— — — —  9.9 2*7
10*4 14*8
/i Cbmd********"*"*"*** ~ ~ -«—> mmrntm 11*8 10*1
^Based on the number of children 20 years of age and over.
^Based on tue number of children 10 to years of age*
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It may be observed that the participation values for families of 
owner operators between 50 and 69 years of age are higher than the values 
for families of operators less than U0 years of age, whereas with renter 
families participation values are higher for the younger group* These 
differences in participation by age and tenure class are the result of two 
tendencies: (1) the selective influence of the tenure process, and (2)
the change in the extent of participation with the advance in age of the 
family# One tendency somewhat obscures the effect of the other* Generally, 
the social participation of operator and wife increases to about the fifti­
eth year of age and decreases thereafter* Of the types of participation 
listed in Table 27, committee memberships and offices held tend to increase 
Into the older age group, while all other kinds of participation decrease* 
However, the selection that occurs during the tenure cycle is sufficiently 
pronounced to cause the participation scores of the families of older active 
owners, 90 to 69 years of age, to be considerably higher than those for 
the families of the younger owners*
As was shown in the preceding section, the tenure status for operators 
from 50 to 69 years of age is in most cases final* The owner class is prima­
rily comprised of (1) operators who have farmed as owners only, (2) those 
who farmed as renters before becoming owners, and a small proportion, (3) 
those who have had nonfarm or other experience) the renter class, of (1) 
former owners and (2) those who have farmed as renters only* The differences 
among these groups indicate the effect of the operation of the tenure process 
upon social participation* The present owners who once farmed as renters
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or who nero once employed in nonfarm areas rank highest in participation, 
and, as a result, the scores of the older owners are increased in value by 
the addition of farmer renters and of operators having prior nonfarm ©jqperi- 
ence. of the older renter class, those who were once owners have lowest 
participation scores, and their addition to the rank of "permanent" renters 
has the effect of reducing the average value® of the participation scores 
for the older renter group (Table 31)*
In summary, it is noted that the housing of owners is superior to 
that of renters, that household possessions are similar in kind and con* 
dition, and that renters as a younger group tend to participate more ex­
tensively in community and neighborhood activities. A much lower percentage 
of renter than owner children attend high school, which is at least partly 
the result of selection in the tenure process, for only the older or "perma­
nent" renters have children passed the high school age. There is no con­
clusive evidence of pronounced social stratification between tenure classes* 
Illness rates and infant mortality rates are closely similar between the 
families of owners and renters. However, the children of renters receive 
less medical care in relation to need. The value of the farm property 
rented or owned averages about the same amount, but renters as they become 
owners, and owners during the period of ownership, accumulate farm pro­
perty. There is little change with increasing age in the small amount of 
property owned by the "permanent" renters.
One characteristic 'which holds in many of the measures or factors 
is that the range of Talues is greater for owners than for renters; in 
other words, the poorest and also the best conditions exist in the owner* 
operator class.
Table XXM* Sooial Participation uni thi Uitl of Fawily Living Oaring 19^1 of Families of Fans Omari end 
Renters 50 to 69 Tiara of Ago According to the Typo of Tenure Kxperienee
No to? All averages expressed ao no ana unloaa otharoiaa no tod.
Omora Renters
Item
Families**--*— -— -r~ ■Humber
Moves in loot 10 year a--— * .
Rsraona 6 years and o w  usually attending oburchl— * 
Rsreona 6 years aad over usually attending Sunday
sohool2— .— — — —







— Bar seat 
-dumber
County*-level participation index aooresk>5 
Proportion having autonobile or pickup— — 
Parsons par room of residence**—
Bousing index score**1
Household and cultural possessions index sco 

















23 13 9 11 ll*
.2 .1 2.2 2 4 2.$29*6 1*8.8 38*5 39*1 36 4*
36.6 3U*1 6b*A 1*5*5 38.2
55*0 77*5 75*0 1*0.0 30.056.2 58.8 62-5 5U.2 1*9-9
22*5 51*2 51-7 23-8 52.012.8 12-9 11.5 8.2 10.5
52*2 U6.2 88.9 1*5 *1* 28.6
*7 .8 14) X.0 1.1
51*9 1*6.9 51-2 1*3.8 1*9-9
SB 4* 31.0 37*0 26 >0 26.7
1142*5 ll*2*5 178*5 132*1* 11*2.5
*Based on the nusfcer attending one-fourth or store of the regular services during the year.
%ased on the number attending 10 or sore tines during the year.
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Table rni. Social Fartieipetle* am* fee M  c* VtaU/ Living Vmimg M l  «f fmdOUm *  fmm M M  
and r tenters JO to d? Tears el Age According to tht T>|« ef tw a n  Isperie*#e - jgegUj**)
^tha total number of years children of the family attended high scned divided by the y i m  a# 
potential attendance#
U ___These averages ara medians#
$Tha county-level index seora for aach operator la computed by the method described in table XXIX, 
footnote 2# frie following itana ara Included arid tha following weigh tinge applied# tripe diving year 
to tha principal trade canter (Barrieon): laaa than 10, Of 10 to 19, 1| 20 to 29, 2% JO to 39# 3j k0 
to 1*9, hi SO to $9, Si 60 or more, 6. otion picture attendances none, Of 1, If 2 and 3, 2f a to 6,
3f 7 or more, 1+# Of the following items, participation ia represented by a weight of 3, and no par* 
ticip&tion by Of attended Farm Jureau aeetinga, membership in telephone cooperative, attended county' 
fair, visited the county agricultural agent at his of floe, was visited by the agent, visited the F»S#A# 
agent at his office, was visited by the a^ent, member of the Land Use Planning Committee, voted at 
tha county election, voted at the A.A.A# election, subscribed to a county newspaper#
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CHAPTER IV
THE FARM FA1XLY AMD TENURE
This section attempts to show the relation of family sis© and 
changes in the family composition to the tenure process and the perfor­
mance of the family within the community.
Tenure process and family change. The resident family or household 
increases in siee until the operator is about fifty years of age. It 
reaches an average of about three children at home. During the first 
stage, when the operator's age falls between 20 and 30 years, there is an 
average of one child; during the next decennial age period, the average 
is two children. Although the resident family size does not reach its 
maximum until about the operator's fiftieth year of age, the migration 
of older children sets in after the operator's fortieth year.
l£hile the number of births more than offsets migration in families 
of operators i*0 to h9 years of age, three-fourths of the children over 20 
years of age at this family stage have migrated from the home community 
and two-thirds changed from agricultural occupation* In this age group 
there is an average of on© child over 20 years of age, either at home or 
migrated from home, for every two families. The number of children at 
home old enough to work on the farm increases to about the operator's 
sixtieth year. The rate of migration from the families of the older 
farmers diminishes somewhat as children prepare to assume management of 








Table XXXII . Composition of tha Families of Owners* Renters# and All Operators Aeeerding to the Age of the
Operator
Children Parsons in Family Children 20 years of
of resident family assists ase « d  oyer
Age of operator present All Proportion anoe Migrated Changed Bemaiaing
or ages less than in from from Agrl~ in
last 13 years farm community eultural resident








Humber .. . Kab«r Bar oent Months Bar sent
a Owners(330)1 (388) (109) (277) (72)0^ 3-2 26*3 0.82.2 U*3 58*73.0 k*5 38*9 3 4 81.83.8 3.8 22.5 3*1 58.8
H 5 *5 5-7 2*94*6 2.6 1 4 30.0
Renters

























Table XXIIl • Composition of the Families of Owners# Renters# end A H  Operators According to the Age of the
Operator -(Continued)
^The figures in parenthesis represent the total number of eases covered in the group*
©
All eases are within the 60 to 69 year range except one operator who is 71 years of age*
3&ata for owner families weighted by a fbodor of 2 (see footnote 1# Table VIII).
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Thus the period when the operator receives least assistance from the 
family in the farm work and when the dependent membership of the family 
ranches its maximum falls before the farmer is U5 years of age and during 
the time when most changes in tenure occur* The assistance of children in 
the farm work comes too late in the life of the operator to be a positive 
factor in the acquisition of farm ownership.
Proportionately fewer of the families which are larger in terms of 
the number of children born and of the household size acquire ownership of 
a farm. The result of selection in the tenure process in respect to 
family size is shown by the status of older operators. Of those who remain 
as °perEanent° renters, renting after the fiftieth year of age, more than 
one-half have six or more children, while less than one—fourth of the 
comparable owner families have six or more children. There is no consider­
able difference in the birth rate of a random sample of owners and renters 
prior to the age at which most changes from renting to ownership occur*
In connection with their failure to climb the agricultural ladder, it Is 
noted that the larger families have more dependents in proportion to the 
working or productive membership. Both the rate of migration of children 
over 20 years of age and the average number of children at home of the 
nonproductive ages are higher for the families with more children,
I however, the adjustments possible to the large families who rent 
partially compensate them for their failure to acquire ownership. At the 
price of security in tenure, the large renter families realize a flexi­
bility in adapting the farm to the family size not possible in ownership.
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Confining the data to completed families and to operators $0 to 69 year® 
of age, the renter families in which 7 or more children were born and with 
an average household size of 5*2 persons, have 9U acres in open land* The 
renter families of fewer than 7 children, with an average household sis© 
of 3*8 persons, have 70 acres in open land* Among owner families the 
adjustment in this respect is not marked t ?8 acres in open land for the 
larger families with 7 or more children born and 5*0 persons in the house­
hold and 71 acres for the small ear families with less than 7 children born 
and an average of 3*3 persons in the household* The value of farm property 
used, another measure of size of business, is 3,733 larger renter 
families and £2,1*56 for the smaller; while with owners there is only 
slight difference in the value of farm property used between the large 
and small faTniliee (Table 33)*
The families classed as large, either on the basis of number of births 
or of resident membership, have higher family income than the smaller
families* However, the income per adult male equivalent unit is less*
*
] o consistent correlation is shown between the number of births in 
the family and the extent of livestock farming and the number of births and 
soil building by legume culture* However, when family size is based on 
resident membership with small considered 3 persons or less and large I* 
persons or more, the large families for both owners ana renters have less 
livestock and placed loss emphasis upon growing legumes*
Housing * Although the average number of rooms in houses occupied by 
large families exceeds that for small families, a greater proportion of 
the large fa illes reside under overcrowded, conditions*
f*\rS
oit
IteMe XXXIII. ran and teoneahi Factor*, teelal hrtiaifrtlas, and Lowal af Uvin* of Fanil loa af Owars 
and Restore 90 to 69 Tears of iga toe.rding to to. toator af ChUdrea ton to toe FaaUjff
(Cantlmiadl
M » r  af births
XV*c end c pouring Owners Banters
o « M 3 * 6 7 and over 0 * 2 3 - 6
7 end e w r
•4 #3 2.5 2*4 2*3
22*4 45.6 42*2 27 .d 35.9 45*2
40*3 45.6 42*2 61.1 * 35*9 64.3
100.0 77.5 17.5 35*0 9.9 55*0
63.3 52.5 54*9 49.9 66.351,4 4 M 22.5 30.0 16.7 51*7
U * 0 13*0 10.5 20.5 9*0 9*0
75.0 56*2 22*2 «3*3 20*0 22*2
.7 1«0 1*0 1*0 1.0 1*2
4-9 .9 49*9 49*2 37.5 46.7 56*2
30*7 31*9 30*0 22.0 27*9 27*3146*2 119.9 144.4 149*9 134.9 146*2
Level of living end social participations
Moves in last 10 years  ■ > ■ «■■■»■ ■ ■■■.■■■w
Persons 6 yars and over iw all attending 
church— —  _
ns 6 yocrr? and over usually etkndifif 
Sunda
(^U drec a tte ^ ir "  high 
Participation 
Trips to Karri i
score*— -—
County-level partiei pat imi index score 
Proportion having eatossobil©
Per-on e par roes ©f,re 1 
Remain Index
Household sad e Iti w l  possessions index 
Soeie^eQOsdc status index
^These averages are medians.
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There is evidence of somewhat more adaptability between size of house 
and family size in renting than in owning* The housing index score* which 
combines values for many housing traits* is higher for large renter fami­
lies than for small families* while for owners the reverse holds* Among 
the large families* more families of owners than of renters reside in the 
extremely overcrowded condition of persons or more per room*
Participation» In activities of a neighborhood or local level* open 
to all members of the family regardless of age or sex* for instance Sunday 
school and church services* the amount of participation by large families 
tends to exceed that by the small families* A larger proportion of the 
small families have an automobile* reside closer to the community center 
and to the principal trading town of the county* As a result* particularly 
among owner families* they participate more extensively than the larger 
families on the community and county levels* Children in the smaller 
families tend to continue their public school training in high school to 
a greater extent* This holds for the younger children (18 to 25> years 
of age) as well as for the older* although public transportation to the 
high schools of the county is now generally provided. Among renters 
medium large families* with £ and 6 children* have the lowest rates of 
participation on the cont unity and county levels*
CHAPTKR V
ECONOMIC FACTORS AMD SOCIAL PERFORMANCE
In this section the relationships within each tenure class of the 
size of the farm business, the family income, and the economic status of 
the family to the extent of social participation and the level of living of 
the family are analyzed*
Size of the Fam Business
Two measures of the size of business are principally employed: (1)
acres in open land and (2) value of farm property used, which includes 
real estate, livestock, and machinery* These measures tend to be closely 
correlated and for general purposes may be used interchangeably as indices 
of the size of the farm business. Yfoile the average number of acres in 
open land increases by nearly five times from the farms of less than 38 
acres to those of more than 113 acres, the value of farm property used 
increases by approximately four times. Farms are compared by size at 
different ages of the operators in order to minimize the effect of changes 
in the tenure cycle described in preceding sections*
Open land and all land in farms. The number of acres in open land is 
found to be a better measure of the size of a farm than all land in the 
farm, particularly for renters. Though woodland is usually considered by 
renters as part of the farm, their nominal control over it extends custom-
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arily to the use of the forest as a source of fuel supply for the family. 
Because of the importance of livestock in the area and the use of open 
pasture, acres in open land is also superior to crop acres as a measure of 
the eise of a farm.
Social participation. The size of the farm business, whether measured 
by acreage or by the more inclusive value of farm property used, is closely 
related to social participation (Tables 3U and 3!>). The index score, com­
bining several different types of participation, is higher for families 
on the larger farms in all but four of the lii age-tenure groups in the 
two tables. In the percentage of persons over 6 years of age usually 
attending Sunday school, the families on the larger farms, as classified 
by both acreage and value, exceed those on the smaller In 13 of the lit age 
groups for both tenure classes. Similarly, attendance at church services 
is higher for the larger farm in 11 ag e-tenure groups $ high school en­
rollment of children, in 12. The countywlevel participation index score 
is larger for operators of the larger farms in 12 of the 11+ age-ienure 
groups.
On the same basis, the index scores for family living are higher for 
the larger farms: for housing in 13 of the-11+ age-tenure groups, and for
household and cultural possessions in 12 groups, with the score for the 
larger and smaller farms being the sane in the other 2 groups.
In Tables 3u and 33> is also shown the relationship of some of the
attributes of th^ farm or economic situation to the amount of social 
✓
p a r t ic ip a t io n  and the level of living of farm families. The larger farms
table JUJLXT. !«■ and Xeeaemle factors, Social Participation, and Level of Living of families of Owners and Renters According to the Aga of tb« operator aad the Amount 
of Opoa Load la tha ram
Note' All avoragea ara aaaaa unless otherwise noted.
2Ago of owner aad also of fan?" Ago of renter and aiss of' farm-̂
























10 9 18 16 84 81 7 8 18 £2 15 13 14 18
38 98 45 45 57 57 74 76 88.8 31.5 42.8 43.8 59.0 55.1
3.8 4.1 4.9 4.5 3,3 4.0 2.7 2.0 3.2 4.1 5.3 5.5 4.0 4.7
1.9 1.8 8.8 3.7 8.1 4.0 1.8 .0 .8 .8 1.5 8.8 3.0 4.7
44.0 10V.8 44.8 100.0 48.5 99.0 58.1 98.5 53.3 97.0 46.0 101.9 48.8 115.0
10.8 U.O tut »v7 6*4 16.6 7.8 13.5 7.2 13.5 6.5 15.5 7.2 15.9
8,890 4,366 1,886 3,675 8,404 4,476 8,587 5,750 £,858 3,518 1,987 3,300 ]l,7Q0 4,158
1,870 8,178 1,700 3,479 £.889 3,838 8,300 5,750 767 864 493 908 589 1,198
8 U 10 18 14 81 14 20 13 > 9 7 8 9 9
518 753 515 787 490 930 308 189 607 768 632 844 468 775
69.8 98.8 64.8 79.8 76.7 95.8 84.0 70.0 73.0 91.1 71.9 83.1 82.6 79.0
45.0 46.9 40.0 49.3 45.0 51.1 48.8 45.0 30.0 39.0 37.5 33.8 £0.0 41.2
1.4 8.3 1.5 .8 .9 .8 .4 .0 4.8 3.5 £.9 2.0 3.0 2.3
89.4 50.0 *7.1 36.7 33.8 40.5 19.1 .0 29.0 37.2 33.3 32.3 24.1 52.9
86.4 50.0 56.8 56.7 48.9 43.8 14.8 66.6 48,1 55.7 36.9 52.3 37.7 66.6
.1 55.0 85.0 55.0 56.7 81.8 85.0 35.0 — — 55.0 .0 35.0 45.0 25.0
55.0 54.8 53.0 67.5 51.8 61.9 47.5 57.5 65.0 68.3 58.8 60.6 49.0 60.0
59.9 48.5 33.0 55.0 89.0 53.0 35.0 55,0 40.0 85/0 52.5 55.0 , 20.0 51.4
U.O 17.8 13.8 16.0 10.9 16.1 7.5 15.0 U.O 10.0 10.5 15.5 6.0 U.O
10.0 44.4 41.7 50.0 50,0 66.7 88.6 50.0 50.0 36.4 40.C 69.8 28.6 41.7
.9 .8 1.0 1.0 .6 .9 .7 .5 1.1 1.2 1.6 1.5 1.0 1.1
48.5 53.8 48.9 60.0 50.0 49.8 56.8 65.0 33.8 45.0 45.6 52.5 41.7 55.0
18.0 31.3 88.0 38.0 89.3 38.5 30.0 30.0 86.0 30.7 86.5 26.6 24.0 32.0
135.0 157.5 135.0 170.0 148.5 148.5 148.5 165.0 145.0 156.0 136.5 148*5 120.0 157.5
Families—
Family information t
Aga of operator- — — -------
Peraoaa in resident family—  
family aaaistanoa in fam work-
Farm also, aeonomlo etatua:
Open land la farm— —
Animal units—
Talma of fam property used-
Talma of fam property owned—  
Talma of land par aore*- 
Family iaaoma during year-— —  
Crop yield, of state average—  
Cropland in legumes®— — — —
“•Humber
  Tears







— far cent 
— — Per oeni
Level of living and eoeial partiolpations 
Moves in last 10 years— — — »— — — Humber 
Persons 6 years and over usually attend­
ing ehnreh— — — — — — — — Per cent
Heraoas 6 years and over usually attend-"
log Sunday school— — — — — — Far sent
Children attending high school®— — Per sent
Participation index score®-----— — — -'-̂-Rumier
Tripe to jgarrlson®-— - — — --gumSer 
County'level participation teAan cocrsi— jumbsr 
Proportion having automobile or pickup-Fsr'’oeni 
Persons per room of residence®— -— -— — -Murnher 
Housing index aeore®— — jfumfrer
Household and cultural poaseaalona index 
.S ______________score* -Humber
soelo-eeonomle status index score®— -— Humber
*The fame classified as small have leas than 70 acres in opea land} large farms have 70 acres or more. 
®Theae averages are medians.
Table LLXV, Para asd Economic Factors, Social Participation,aad Level of Lisins of Families of Owners and Rantara According to tbs Ago of tb« Operator and tha Palos of 
the Para Frepcrty Used




Age of operator— — — —  
Persons in resident family- 
Family assistance in fara work-
Para siae and eeoaonie status: 
Open land in far*-—
Animal ualts-




Tains of fara property owned- 
Talue of land per aore®-
PanAly income during ysar- 
Orop yield, of state average-— —  
Cropland in legumes*— — — — —
 ___ rpJgL of owner era' value of farn^prapcrt^uacd^ " ' ' ^' Age of ranter and ralua of fam property 'use?1
wader 40 years 40 - 4$' years 50 -' 69 year* TO years and over Under 40 years 40 - 49 years 50 years and over
Low Sigh Lew Hlgk Low High LOW High *Low High' Lew High Low High






— Per rant 
..— Pay' 'cent
Level of living aad social participation:
Metes in last 10 years— — — — — — Kambar
Ferwons g years and over usually attend­
ing church— — — — — — Par dent
Persons 6 years and over usually attend­
ing Sunday ashool— — — — — Per cent
Children attending high school*— — — Per oeni 
Participation index scora*--— t̂anSber
Trips to Harrison*— — — — — — --------- Suabcr
County-level participation index score*— Humber 
Proportion having automobile or pioleup— Per cent 
Parsons par room of residence*-— - — -— — lumber 
Bousing index score*-— —— — — — — -— — -— Humber
Household and cultural possessions index
score*— —  - ------— Humber


























9 13 10 19 86 4 5 10 19 18 10 14 12
30.4 44.4 48.0 57.3 57.3 74.0 75.8 29.3 31.6 43.2 43.3 57.2 57.6
5.4 4.6 4.3 3.8 0.0 2.2 2.8 3.4 4.2 5.5 5.1 4,6 4.0
1.0 4.8 8.1 3.4 4.8 1.0 1.8 .7 .9 2.1 2.2 3.9 8,6
91.7 00.0 90.7 06.6 83.5 05.0 66.0 70.7 90.3 57.8 97.5 47.8 109.2
12.0 7.8 13.4 7.4 13.8 7.4 9.6 8.0 13.9 6.9 17.3 6.9 16.3
0,128 1,604 3,970 1,684 4,604 2,205 4,860 1,827 4,058 1,672 41,260 1,443 4,458
8,700 1,062 3,713 1>037 4,031 2,025 3,900 640 979 561 910 436 1,300
16 9 14 8 20 14 02 10 15 7 10 6 20
640 493 824 508 832 080 842 618 701 702 749 459 785
00.9 73.1 73.6 75.0 98.7 88.0 75.2 77.6 90.3 75.7 79.6 81.8 79.8
46.0 32.0 51.6 46.2 49.6 45.0 48.8 31.5 37.5 35.4 48.8 15.0 42.0
1.8 1.6 .6 •0 .6 .0 .6 4.7 3.0 2.7 2.0 3.3 1.9
01.8 20.9 38.9 34.8 09.0 9.1 £3.1 44.7 28.6 21.6 53.1 25.$ 54.3
44.4 00.7 09.2 48.0 43.9 •0 38.5 73.7 42.8 37,5 59.2 33.3 73.9
60.0 30.0 05,0 70.8 60.0 15.0 45.0 55.0 25.0 35.0 25.0 55.0
52.0 54.4 60.8 59.8 58.0 44.9 53,8 69.2 64.4 61.7 62.5 48.5 67.5
52.0 28.3 55.0 18.8 53.8 45.0 52.5 42.5 25.0 45.0 60.0 16.7 53.3
17.8 13.2 17.8 10.9 13,8 6.0 11.2 10.9 9.8 10,5 15.0 6.0 12.0
22.2 46.2 46.7 02.6 61.5 .0 60.0 46.7 31.6 38.9 80.0 14.3 58.3
.7 1.1 1.0 .9 .7 .7 .6 1.1 1.2 1.6 1.2 1.2 .9
53.8 43,1 56.2 47.5 55.0 50.0 67.5 38.1 44.6 45.0 52.0 40.0 50.0
30.0 29.0 33.0 88.0 33.6 16.0 31.3 26.0 31.0 26,0 28.0 22.7 34.0
161.2 140.6 167.5 180.9 150.0 118.5 178.5 151.9 151.9 137.5 130.0 115.0 166.8
*The value of fara property used is classified as low whan less than $8+600} as hifh when $2,600 or more
*Thess average* •** nsdlsna.
have about twice as many animal units as the smaller ones at nearly all 
stages in the tenure cycle and contain better land as indicated by both 
value per acre and crop yield, particularly farms owned by the operator*
The crop yield is higher for the larger farms in 10 of the lb age groups 
of both tenure classes, and the per cent of crops in legumes in 12 of the 
lb classes* On larger farms the operators usually receive more assistance 
from the family in the farm work, although the amount of labor available 
is similar. The operators own more farm property on the larger farms, the 
renters in the form of livestock and machinery and the owners in both real 
and chattel property* with such advantages in farm resources, it is to 
be expected that the families living on the larger farms would have higher 
incomes* Such is the case for families in all groups except those in 
which the operators are passed 70 years of age*
The difference in social participation between families on the smaller 
and larger farms is more pronounced for activities on the community and 
county levels than for the activities on the neighborhood level* Trips to 
K&r; ison and high school enrollment of the children on the community level, 
for example, are much more affected by relative accessibility than the 
neighborhood participation. The farms that are larger In acreage and 
particularly those which are moro valuable are closer to Harrison and to 
the community centers* The operators on the larger farms exceed those on 
the smaller in the percentage possessing an automobile or a pickup* How­
ever, the difference in accessibility is not as consistent or as great as 
differences in the variation in social participation, and the advantage
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that families on the larger farms realize In this respect is not a primary 
cause of the difference in the amount of social participation*
Optimum performance. The relationship between the sis© of the farm 
business and the performance of the family in the com unity is also evident 
when the size of the farm is studied without reference to t he ag© of the 
operator (Table 36), However, these data show that the extent of social 
participation and the level of family living do not continue to rise con-* 
8iderably when the farm size is increased beyond 80 or 100 acres in open 
land. The limit for optimum performance varies somewhat for the several 
types of participation and measures of the material level of living,
Vithin the neighborhood the distance to meeting places is minimal 
and transportation is not necessary, and, as evidenced in church and Sunday 
school attendance and family visiting, no consistent increase occurs in 
the participation of families on farms with more than 60 acres in open land. 
This also holds for the participation index, which is comprised partly of 
measures of participation within the small locality.
The higher rates of participation on the community level as evidenced 
in the enrollment of youths in high school, and on the county level as 
evidenced by the index score, tend to occur in families living on farms 
with between 60 ai*i 110 acres in open land. These same size limits roughly 
apply for both family income and the conservation practice of planting 
cropland to legumes.
The material level of living doe© not consistently rise with the 
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residence and the indices of housing and of household and cultural pos­
sessions.
Acres in open land and value of farm. A comparison of the taro measures 
of the size of the farm business reveals that the number of acres in open 
land tends to be related more closely than the value of the farm to such 
farm practices as animal raising and planting cropland in legumes and to 
both family and labor income for the year. The value of real and chattel 
property tends to be more closely related to trips to the principal trade 
center, the per cent of family members usually attending church and Sunday 
school, civic offices and committee memberships held, farm property owner­
ship, and the index scores of housing and of household and cultural pos­
sessions. Since farm property used is related more closely than acreage 
to the value of property owned, it probably follows that the amount of 
property used more closely reflects the economic status of families than 
the acreage of open land.
Family Income
This section is a study within each tenure class of the relation 
between family income and the social participation and level of living of 
the farm families. Also, the performance of the family in the community 
is compared by high and low income in reference to the farm resources 
available to the operator.
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Family income during year l?Ul#k it will be noted that the owner 
families are somewhat larger in the hi her income groups and that the 
members assist the operator in the farm work to a greater extent (Table 37)* 
The size of the farm business, as indicated by acres in open land, animal 
units on the farm, and the inclusive value of fam property used, -is larger 
for both owner and renter families with high incomes# The owner families 
in which the operator is over 70 years of age, however, are exceptional in 
the relationships| for these families, the average family income is low and 
not proportional to farm resources# The value of farm property owned, both 
by owners and renters, is consistently higher on farms of high income for 
all age groups up to 70 years. The land is better, as indicated both by 
value per acre and yield, and superior farm practices are followed# It 
thus appears that the income measure reflects both management and farm and 
economic resources#
The families in the higher income groups had moved less from one 
farm to another during the preceding 10 years in all tenure and age groups 
except the renter group in which the operators are J+0 to k9 years of age*
The families with the higher incomes have higher social participation 
scores in 6 of the 7 age and tenure groups for the general index and in $ 
of the 7 groups for the county-level participation index# However, there
^ Vflnon family income v/as compared with labor income in relation to 
social participation and the level of family living, it was found that the 
two measures could be used interchangeably within each tenure class without 
significant difference in the indicated relationships. When an evaluation 
of labor applied and 5> per cent of the capital invested in the farm were 
included as "expenses” in the labor income, the rank of owners was lowered 
on the income scale relative to that of renters but the rank of families 
within each tenure class was not affected considerably.
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Table a m i .  fam and Economic fatter a, Social Participation, aad Lard of Living of families of Oaaara aad Renters According to tha Age of the Operator and tha
family Iaooae Daring tha Tear






Aga of operator--— —  ------T^jers
Paraona In resident faedLly— — — «̂ lmtear 
family aaalstanaa In fam work-— — — 4<oaihs
f a m  sine, eeeamaie atateat 
Open land la f a m — — — -— dares 
Animal units— —
Value of fam property
Yalta of fam property owned— -— — — -Soliara 
Yalue of' land par aare*— — — — — — ""-jfeSaagft̂S.
family laama daring tha year—   — Dollara
Orop yield, of state average"■ ■■■— —  par teat 
Cropland la legumes*— — — — — — — — — Per mat
Laval of living and aoolal participation)
Moves la last 10 years- — — .....
Persona 6 years aaA over usually attend­
ing oharsh— — — — — — — »— per aaat
persoas • yearn aad over usually attend­
ing Sunday athool— — — — — Par aaat
Children attending high school*— — — far asst 
Participation index score^—
Trips to garrison*— — — — — —
County-level participation ladax soors*— IteMttsr 
Proportion having automobile or plckup-Por oeni 
Persona par room of realdense*' ■ ■»■ ■" - -Humber 
Housing Index m o rs*— — — '— — — — -Summer
fionsehold and eultural possessions Index
snore*--------------------   jjSflag
soeio-econoRiic status index sear a*— — -Humber
Under 40 years 40 - 49 years 90 * 99 years 70 years and over Under 40 years 40 - 49 years 80 years and ovej
Leu Hlxh Lav Hlxh Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High
19 9 14 14 89 19 3 9 18 19 17 11 16 10
91*9 88.0 44.4 48.0 89.1 88.8 72.0 76.8 29.9 31.1 49.0 43.4 58.0 56.48.9 4.0 4.1 4.9 3.4 3.9 2.7 2.8 3.2 4.3 8.7 4.8 4.4 4.1
1*8 3.0 4.1 8.9 8.3 3.9 1.0 1.7 .9 .9 2.9 1.9 4.3 2.9
67*9 99.8 98.9 97.1 88.1 91,9 99.7 80.0 78.7 68.7 65.3 82.3 72.2 82. 5
10.0 11.9 8.9 18.9 7.0 14.7 8.7 8.1 8.2 13.9 9.7 12.1 8.2 16.2
1,199 8,880 8,407 3,999 8,849 4,800 4,938 8,783 3,047 3,095 2,400 2,900 2,338 3,630
1,999 8.880 8,891 3,107 8,888 9,999 4,997 8,467 767 879 883 891 568 1,120
10 11 10 18 13 91 39 14 9 14 7 7 6 18
481 1,080 419 999 419 1,078 90 398 406 948 558 1,002 388 968
▼4.8 98.4 98.8 99.8 79.8 93.8 81.3 80.7 88.1 ! 86.7 68.6 90.2 75.5 89.6
49.8 48.0 88.0 51,4 48.8 81.9 88.8 48.0 31.2 35.6 38.2 39.4 22.5 40.0
8.0 1.8 1.4 • 8 .8 .8 .7 .8 3.9 3.9 2.0 3.2 3.0 8.3
99.5 90.0 14.0 49.8 99.9 47.0 50.0 .0 47.6 1*8.4 26.1 44.9 40.3 38.1
99.T 70.0 88.0 77.8 41,0 48.9 37.8 18.5 94.8 54.8 39.6 57.1 46.3 62.2
97.9 98.0 81.7 48.0 71.0 90.0 40.0 80.0 60.0 ' 40.0 48.0 18.0 £5.0 50.0
54,9 87.8 88.0 97.0 99.8 61.9 88.8 50.0 66.2 J 68.8 89.2 62.8 51.8 60.0
81.9 40.0 49.7 48.0 30.0 81.7 88.8 48.0 28.0 35.0 93.0 54.2 £8.0 58.0
19*9 10.9 13.8 19.0 10.9 19,8 10.8 9.0 9.8 11.8 U.2 13.5 9.0 10.5
49.9 80.0 49.8 80.0 87.7 87.9 66.7 16.7 46.7 31.6 64.7 36.4 37.8 30.0
.9 .9 1.0 1.9 •8 .9 *1 .8 .9 i 1.4 1.6 1.3 1.1 .9
48.9 58.0 48.9 87.8 81,0 49.1 67.8 87.8 49.8 41.9 43.9 51.9 42.5 50.0
89.0 30.7 89.8 99.3 89.0 33.8 89.0 32.0 30.0 29.0 86.0 27.3 23.0 32.0
187.8 198.0 189.9 199.0 194.0 148.1 187.8 180.0 188,9 [148.8 139.9 146.8 188.0 168.0
if or all aga groups except those of operators TO years and over, tha family iaooae classified as las la less than |650; as high. |68Q or more, for owner over TO 
years of ago. a family income of lass than |t00 Is considered law, and fSOO or mere, high.
*These averages are medians.
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Is considerable difference in respect to the several types of participation* 
as well as to the tenure classes. For renter families, participation on the 
local or neighborhood, level is not indicated as being consistently related 
to income* The fact that renters with higher incomes have fewer automobiles 
and that they are located, on the average, more distantly from the centers 
of social activity are possible causes for the lower participation. The 
owner families with higher incomes tend to participate more on the neighbor** 
hood level. High school enrollment shows no consistent variation with 
income.
The index scores of housing and of household and cultural possessions 
are generally higher for the high income groups but not consistently so for 
all age and tenure classes. The relation of the family income to the sise 
of the farm business and the social indices tends to be closer for opera­
tors of hO to 70 years of age than for those less than h0 or over 70 years 
of age,
Liajnishing returns from income. The family *s level of living and 
the amount of neighborhood and community participation do not continue to 
rise with an increase of Income throughout the range of income values 
(Table 36), participation on the county level shows a dose variation with 
income*
The data in Table 37, contrasting family income within each stage of 
the tenure cycle, i ore closely reflect the relationship of income and the 
social indices than those in Table 3&* The families in the sample are not 
sufficiently numerous to permit the arrangement of the data both by detailed
Table XXXVIII. Farm and Economic Factors, Social Fartioipation, and Iaitl of Living of Families of Camera
aad Renters According to tha Family Income During tha Tear
Rotes All averages ara expreseed as means unless otherwise noted.
Family income, owners Famliy income, ranters
Less 11*25 1725 11,025 Less #1*25 *725 #1,02$I ten and grouping than to to and than to to and
M jS ..•3k li.oau over #1*25 *704 #1.024 over
Fha&lies— — — fftaabor 29 39 15 18 19 35 22 12
Family informations
Aga of operator-— — — -— —  "•Years 55-1 1*7.7 50 .0 50.1 51*5 1*1*1 42*5 58*9Persons In resident foodly— — Hvmber 3-1+ 3*5 4.2 4*4 3*6 2*2 4*1 4*6Family assistance in farm work— f̂onths 2.1 2.8 3.3 4*0 1.8 2*5 1.0 3*3
Farm sice* eooncedo statues
Open land in f e m — — Aerea 5 M 70.1* 80*0 100-8 57*9 74*6 89*3 91*2Animal unite—  ••— — Hafeer 6 a 10.8 11*8 ie.o 7-6 9*0 13 *8 17*7Value of farm property ucod— Dollars 2.931 2.615 3,307 4,894 2,35S 2,560 3.436 3,408Value of farm property owned— dollars 2.300 2,371+ 2,973 4,000 563 660 850 1,383Value of lend per acre^— — -Sollare 16 11 12 22 6 8 12 7Family income during year— ™boilers 268 51+5 870 1,21*3 312 558 853 1,320Crop yield., of state s'serags— Far east 65.6 83.2 90*3 91.6 /8«8 74*2 85.8 100-2Cropland In leguiaoŝ — — Far cent 1*3 .9 1+8.1 4e*2 5 0 4 22*5 37*0 42.0 37*5
•Continued
Tpbl# XXJTL11. Perm end Seonoiaio Factors* Social Participation, and Level of Living of FtfdlUi of Qeners
and Banters locording to the Family Inoone During the Tear -(Continued)
Item and grouping
omtri
U u  %h& Tm  i1.025 I
than to to and than to to





Level of living and ooclal participation* 
Vovea in last 10 years- — — —  — Bunber 
Rersons 6 years and o^er usually
attending obnreh— -— —  Per cant 
Rsrsorus 6 years and over usually
attending Sunday School-— -gsr cent 
Children attending high school*-Per cent 
Participation index soors*-■■■■— 'ftnibsr 
Tripe to Harrison^— — — —  - — Bunker 
County-level partielpation index 
score*— — -— — ..»— ■ ■"
Proportion having automobile or
•Per centpickup--—  —  _
Persons per room of residence*— -lumber 
Housing index score*"—  — — — dumber 
Household and cultural possessions
index score* ■ ■ ■ '■■ ■ -fkaafcer
Socio-economic status index aeonUSiSe
*Theso averages ere medians*
1*2 1.1 •U *5 3*5 3*0 3*5 1.5




































































incom e c la s s e s  and by fa m ily  o r te n u re  s ta g e s .
I t  may be no ted  th a t  th e  s iz e  o f  th e  fa rm  b u s in e s s , as in d ic a te d  by  
th e  number o f  a n im a l u n its ,  ac res  in  open la n d , and v a lu e  o f  fa rm  p ro p e rty  
u se d , te n d s  to  in c re a s e  tliro u g h o u t th e  income ra n g e . The pe rcen tag e  o f  
c ro p la n d  in  legum es f o r  b o th  owners and re n te rs , and c ro p  y ie ld s  fo r  ow ners, 
do n o t c o n tin u e  to  r is e  c o n s id e ra b ly  a f te r  th e  medium income group is  re a ch e d .
The owner fa m ilie s  w ith  an income o f more than  £725 d u rin g  th e  y e a r 
and re n te r  fa m ilie s  w ith  more th a n  S i,02 5 moved le s s  fro m  fa rm  to  fa rm  
d u rin g  th e  p re ce d in g  10 y e a rs  th a n  fa m ilie s  o f lo w e r incom e, b u t w ith in  
th e se  b ro a d  incom e groups th e re  was no c o n s is te n t change in  th e  amount o f  
m ov ing . The peak o f  ne ighborhood and com m unity p a r t ic ip a t io n  f o r  owner 
fa m ilie s  o ccu rs  w ith in  the  . 725 to  £1 ,02h income g ro u p , th e  fa m ilie s  w ith  
an incom e o f more th a n  $700 b u t le s s  th a n  S900 te n d in g  to  have th e  h ig h e s t 
p a r t ic ip a t io n  s c o re s . T h is  re la t io n s h ip  ro u g h ly  h o ld s  fo r  re n te r  fa m ilie s ,
? i t h  re n te r  fa m ilie s ,  how ever, th e re  is  f lu c tu a t io n  ra th e r  th a n  a con­
s is te n t  r is e  in  p a r t ic ip a t io n  to  an income le v e l o f  abo u t $900, w h ich  is  
a p p ro x im a te ly  th e  t h ir d  q u a r t ile  v a lu e .
The fa m ily  income seems to  b® le s s  c lo s e ly  re la te d  to  p a r t ic ip a t io n  
on th e  ne ighborhood  le v e l th a n  to  p a r t ic ip a t io n  on th e  com m unity, and p a r­
t ic u la r ly  on th e  co u n ty  le v e l.  Church a ttendance  is  h ig h e s t f o r  owner fa m i­
l ie s  h a v in g  an  income o f more th a n  11,02% and fo r  re n te r  fa m ilie s  w ith  
incom es o f U*25 to  ■; 7 2 iu  Sunday sch o o l a ttendance  reaches a peak a t  incom es 
o f  fro m  £725 to  &1,02U fo r  b o th  owner and re n te r  fa m ilie s ,  and f o r  b o th  i t
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f a l l s  in  th e  f i r s t  h a lf  o f t h is  incom e in te r v a l.  A ta b u la tio n  by s m a lle r 
incom e in te r v a ls  shows th a t  measures o f p a r t ic ip a t io n  in  church  and Sunday 
s c h o o l f lu c tu a te  ra th e r  than  c o n s is te n tly  v a ry  w ith  incom e* The e x te n t o f 
fa m ily - v is i t in g  is  a p p a re n tly  n o t c o n s id e ra b ly  a ffe c te d  b y  th e  amount o f 
incom e* how ever, in  a c t iv i t ie s  on th e  ne ighborhood le v e l,  fa m ilie s  o f 
extremely lo w  incom e, le s s  th a n  $300, c o n s is te n tly  p a r t ic ip a te  le s s  th a n  
fa m ilie s  w ith  incom es exceeding th a t am ount.
On th e  com m unity le v e l,  th e  s e v e ra l k in d s  o f  p a r t ic ip a t io n  d i f f e r  in  
th e  e x te n t to  w h ich  th e  v a r ia t io n  w ith  income h o ld s  th ro u g h o u t th e  income 
ra n g e * F o r th e  f i r s t  and second ye a r o f  h ig h  sch o o l t r a in in g ,  th e  v a r ia t io n  
o f  th e  e n ro llm e n t o f c h ild re n  w ith  fa m ily  income is  s lig h t *  .The r e la t io n  
betw een fa m ily  income and h ig h  sc h o o l e n ro llm e n t was p ro b a b ly  more pronounced 
b e fo re  p u b lic  tra n s p o r ta t io n  o f p u p ils  was e s ta b lis h e d  g e n e ra lly  tliro u g h o u t 
th e  c o u n ty * H igh  s c h o o l g ra d u a tio n  and a ttendance  a t  c o lle g e  s t i l l  v a ry  
c lo s e ly  7 lth  f a m ily  incom e, and th e  v a r ia t io n  appears to  h o ld  th ro u g h o u t th e  
range  o f incom e re c e iv e d  b y  th e  fa m ilie s • The r e la t io n  is  more pronounced 
f o r  re n te r  th a n  f o r  owner f a i l  l ie s *  In  owner fa m ilie s  w ith  incom es o f  le s s  
th a n  iitOO, 32 p e r c e n t o f the  c h ild re n  -mho have stopped sch o o l o r passed 
h ig h  sc h o o l age have com ple ted high s c h o o l, as compared to  It2 p e r c e n t in  
fa m ilie s  w ith  more than  a 1 ,000  incom e* In  re n te r  fa m ilie s  th e  c o rre ­
spond ing  p e rcen tag es  a re  2h and 62* Three p e r c o n t o f owner c h ild re n  in  
fa m ilie s  whose in con«  was le s s  th a n  - 700 a tte n d e d  c o lle g e , w h ile  10 p e r 
c e n t a tte n d e d  from  fa m ilie s  w ith  incom es o f more th a n  ;>700* In  re n te r
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fa m ilie s ,  th e  c o rre sp o n d in g  pe rcen tages a re  3 arid 16*
T r ip s  d u r in g  th e  y e a r to  the  p r in c ip a l tra d e  c e n te r o f  th e  c o u n ty , 
Farm Bureau m em bership, m embership in  com m ittees o p e ra tin g  on a co ranun ity  
o r  co u n ty  le v e l,  c o n ta c t w ith  co u n ty  a g r ic u ltu r a l a g e n ts , anci v o tin g  a t  AAA 
and g e n e ra l e le c tio n s  te n d  to  in c re a s e  as in cone  in c re a s e s , b o th  f o r  owner 
raid re n te r  fa m ilie s *  Thus the  coun ty  le v e l p a r t ic ip a t io n  in d e x  sc o re s , 
c o m p ris in g  13 a c t iv i t ie s ,  show an in c re a se  w ith  th e  r is e  in  income v a lu e s * 
Income in  r e la t io n  to  fa rm  s iz e . The e f fe c t  o f lo w  and h ig h  income 
on fa m ilie s  o p e ra tin g  fa rm s o f s im ila r  s iz e  is  shown in  Tab le  39* H igh 
incom e fro m  lim ite d  fa rm  re so u rce s  r e f le c ts  good management, p a r t ic u la r ly  
f o r  ow ners. The o p e ra to r, to  re a d , th e  o b je c tiv e  o f o w ne rsh ip , may purchase 
a s m a lle r t r a c t  than  he p re v io u s ly  re n te d . Expansion o f  th e  fa rm  acreage 
may be U n ite d  b y  th e  u n a v a ila b ility  o f  a d ja c e n t la n d . As a lre a d y  shown, 
th e  re n te r  to  a g re a te r e x te n t is  a b le  to  s e le c t a fa rm  in  re fe re n c e  to  th e  
amount o f  equ ipm ent he owns and the  la b o r w h ich  is  a v a ila b le  in  th e  fa m ily .  
Thus, th e  s iz e  o f th e  fa rm  ope ra ted  is  more c lo s e ly  lin k e d  w ith  management 
f o r  re n te rs  th a n  f o r  ow ners; w h ile , to  a g re a te r e x te n t, r e la t iv e ly  h ig h  
incom e fro m  s m a ll fa rm s , in  o th e r words income in  r e la t io n  to  fa rm  s iz e , 
may ev idence  good management on the  p a r t  o f ow ners.
The re s id e n t fa m ilie s  who produce th e  h ig h e r income in  re fe re n c e  to  
fa rm  s iz e  a re  somewhat la rg e r  and c o n tr ib u te  more la b o r  on th e  fa rm  a t 
m ost s ta g e s  in  th e  te n u re  c y c le . The va lu e  o f  fa rm  p ro p e rty  owned by th e  
h ig h e r incom e groups exceeds th a t  owned by the  lo w e r income groups on fa rm s
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Table ouLU. Farr, and ieoncsnio Faotorei, Social i’nrticlpoUon, M d  Leyel of LlTiag of Faadlieeof O m i «  
the Family Im o m  la delation to the Amount of open lead ia the Jam
and Banters According to %he Age of the operator and
Wot at All averages nra expressed na naans unless otherwise noted.
Item aad grouping
Age of owner and level of family incests' 
la relati on to size of fans*
Ago of raster and level of family inoosa
FatlUei-—    ■■■Wuateof
Family information?
Ago of operator--- — — -—  ----- --- — — Years
ereona la resident family— *******— — — Humber
family assistance . n far* wort-- —  — Months
Fern also, economic status:
Cpee land la f*m -.......
AOlml units------ -—  -------—  --Number
Value of fats property used— — -— -Pollers 
Value of fan* property owned— — — — - — —UollQga 
Value of lnnd per acre*— -PQllar*
Family Income during, year— — —   — — collars
Crop yield, of state averairs— — — -— Jeer pent 
Cropland in ie*u«es -— ~ — — -— — — — -;-cr ocmt
Level of living and social participation:
Mores la last 10 years— — — - 
lersoas 6 years and over usually attend­
ing church— '»'**— *-*-******— — *tsr seat 
.•'arsons 6 years and over usually attend*
lag Sunday school— — — — — Far J9E* 
Children attending high school*— — — ray sent 
Participation Index sMre*— Rugber 
Crips to H s r r l o o n iftumbor 
County-level psrtlelpation Index eoors**— Manber 
Proportion haring automobile or plohup—  Per cent 
;‘arsons per room of residence*" — — Mtmber 
Housing Index score*— — — **— — — Wselbsr 
Household aad cultural possessions index
soore*— —— — — — — ---— — Kuabay
soeio-eeoaoaio status index soore*— -— dumber
Under 40 years 40 - 49 years 90 * 69 years 70 rears and orer tender 40 years 40-49 years 50 years and over
Lorn _ » i e _ how High Lew a*ih lew High lew : High low High Low Hlrh
IS 7 14 14 E9 88 5 4 19 16 17 li 15 11
32.9 31.1 43.8 49.6 57,9 56,7 74.8 79.8 30,1 31.1 43.6 48.9 56.3 96.2
a.s 4.3 3.9 5.1 3.3 4,0 8.8 3,0 3.4 4.2 5.4 9.3 4.4 4.2
1.8 f.B 4.0 2,7 2.1 4.0 .6 8,9 .7 ,9 £.0 2.4 3.6 4.0
81.7 60.T 76.1 76.1 74.6 69.9 69.0 91.8 77.8 86,6 77.4 63.6 77,3 74.9
1C.1 11.4 9.3 11.6 9.9 12.8 B.O 9.4 9.0 13.8 11.1 10.0 9.3 13.9
3,929 2,757 8,664 3,159 8,970 3,791 9,640 9,900 3,111 8,031 8,688 2,469 2,440 3,372
£,103 1,7£9 2,681 £,607 8,79ft 9,814 3,600 8,400 767 700 594 627 675 1,094
10 11 10 14 13 SO 88 14 9 18 a a 7 18
500 @30 440 901 464 916 146 440 496 999 668 761 588 912
83.9 75.1 02.0 64.7 77.8 93,8 70,4 94,0 77.0 93.4 79.3 79.0 74.7 89.4
47.3 41.2 44.9 47.4 45,9 90,4 48.8 44.9 36.0 35,8 39.2 37.5 26.2 35.6
1,8 l.B 1.2 .« .6 .9 •4 .8 4.9 2.9 1.9 3*9 2.8 £.4
30. S 98.0 14.9 45.9 31,0 48.9 39,9 .0 47.0 28.0 £9,4 38.9 30.1 34.1
39.9 40.0 31.9 75.4 36,6 46,8 41,7 .0 §9.8 50.0 40.0 93.6 39,7 69.8
4S.0 S0.O 93.3 35.0 73,8 63.0 •1 39.0 59,9 1*9.9 35.0 5.0 9,0 93,0
99.o 44.4 51.6 67,0 99,8 39*1 98,8 49,9 67.4 64.9 99,5 68.8 90.6 62.9
49.0 51.7 39.0 51.7 88.3 30,0 51.7 39,0 30.0 30.0 99.0 £5.0 91.7
19.0 11,8 18.6 16.9 11.8 14,8 10.9 7.8 9.0 12.0 18.8 11.9 H.8 10.1
«o.G 14.3 48.8 90.0 60.9 90.0 40.0 89.0 44.4 31.3 70.6 27.3 40.0 27.3
,7 1,0 .9 1,3 .6 .9 •0 .7 .9 1.4 1.9 1.5 .9 1.0
50.0 47.9 43.4 57,9 53.1 47.9 68,9 97.9 44.9 41.6 41.8 51.5 46.6 46.8
89.3 28.7 31.9 30.7 27,6 39,0 SB.6 94.0 30.4 1-7,9 27.9 23,6 23.3 27.6
180.0 148,9 134.9 151.6 144.4 149,9 197.9 157,9 199.0 145.0 139.9 148.5 187.8 161.2
lFor each age group a graph line was plotted showing income in relation to the sorter of asres la open land. The eases were then classified as low and high, depend­
ing oa whether the family income value falls below or shore the inoome value for the same number of seres la dpea land as read from the eenemllaed graph line.
*Tbese averages «re wedinas.
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of similar size for all renter families and for owner families in which the 
operators are between UO and 70 years of age. The value of farm property 
used is higher in three age-tenur© groups and lower in four* (Because of 
the dose relation between acres in open land and value of farm property 
used, the effect of differences in farm resources is minimised in the com­
parison of income in reference to acreage*) The number of animal units, 
value of the land per acre, and crop yield— again reflections of management—  
tend to be higher on the farms of higher income.
Among owner families which have produced the higher income considering 
acreage limitation, participation in church and Sunday school is higher for 
all groups except that in which the operator is 70 years of age and over*
The higher income families moved less from farm to farm during the preceding 
lOyear period* They tend to go more often to the principal trade center 
of the county, and more frequently hold membership and office in agricultural 
committees and have contact with the county agricultural agent.
the average score for participation on the county level, all age 
groups comprised, tends to be somewhat higher for families with the higher 
income in reference to the size of the farm. For the’ first 3 years of high 
school, the relationship between enrollment and the management ability of 
owner operators is apparently negative* It is only for high school gradu­
ation and college attendance that there seems to be a positive relationship. 
There seems to be no other positive relationship between the level of 
family living and the management ability of the owner operator. The scores 
for the housing index are larger in one and smaller in three groups of
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families having the higher income in reference to farm size. lor household 
and cultural possessions, the scores are about the same value in two groups 
and larger in the other two groups*
For renter families farm income in reference to farm size does not 
reflect management ability to the extent that it does for owner families, 
and the relation of the measure to participation in the neighborhood and 
community and to the family level of living tends to be neutral*
Economic Status of the Family
This section is an inquiry into the relation of the economic status 
of the family to its social participation* The interrelations between social 
participation and the several measures of economic status, including family 
income, value of farm property owned and used, and the indices of housing 
and household and cultural possessions, are considered, thus emphasizing, 
on one hand, the farm situation and, on the other, the home*
Value of farm property owned* The data presented are classified by 
stages in the tenure cycle and by the value of all farm property owned 
(Table UO). This value is comprised of real estate, livestock, and farm 
machinery and other equipment* The farm property owned by owner operators 
averages 3\ times the value of that owned by renters, the difference being 
primarily due to the fact that renters own an insignificant amount of real 
estate. The value of farm property owned is classified in the "low" group 
when less than £ 2,200 for owners, and les;; than 1700 for renters; the "high” 
values for the respective tenure classes include all cases that exceed these
ija
Table XL. Fam and Xoonomie Faotore, Social Participation, aad Laval of Living of Fauiliee of Oaam aad Renters According to the Ago of the operator and too Value of 
Jam Property Owned
Bote: All averages are expressed as naans unless otherwise noted.
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amounts*
The r elation of the value of farm property owned with social partici­
pation on the neighborhood level is slight; on the county level, pronounced* 
For both Sunday school and church services, only three of the seven age** 
tenure groups have higher attendance for families awning the more valuable 
farm property*. However, the average attendance for all age groups combined 
is somewhat higher for the families owning more farm property* The relation 
of school enrollment with property owned, particularly for the last year 
of high school and for college, is more pronounced than neighborhood par** 
tieipation and similar to participation on the county level* Trips to the 
principal trade center of the county, oomidttee membership, and holding 
office in farm and other organisations operating on the county level, vary 
with the amount of property owned*
loth owner and renter families owning the relatively high amount of 
farm property are more stable in the community* They moved less from faro 
to farm during the preceding 10 years in all age groups except that of owners 
over 70 years of age, where the amount of moving is incidental* In this 
connection it may be noted that the per cent of cropland in soil-building 
legumes varies more consistently with the amount of property owned than 
with any of the measures of size of business or family income previously 
considered*
Household and cultural possessions and housing* The scores for 
housing and household and cultural possessions, as well as income, and the
xik
size of the farm business, reflect economic status* The various measures 
of economic status tend to be correlated each with all other« However* 
those pertaining to housing and possessions give emphasis to family living 
as distinct from the farm business* It may be noted that the housing and 
possessions measures vary more closely with social participation than do 
family income and size of the farm business* However, one exception holds 
for renters t the measure of the condition and quality of the house furnished 
by the landlord, over vfrich the renter exerts limited control, varies less 
markedly with social participation than the value of all farm property owned 
or the value of farm property used.
Among owner families the housing index scores have about the same 
irportance as the household and cultural possessions index in their vari­
ation with the general social participation of the families* Among renter 
families, the household and cultural possessions have much More importance 
in this respect* There Is a close relation between household and cultural 
possessions and participation on the neighborhood, community, and county 
levels* The relation of enrollment of children in high school with such 
possessions is much more pronounced than with any of the measures of eco­
nomic status previously considered* Of families having a household and 
cultural possessions index score of 2 b or more, the enrollment of children 
in high school is £0 per cent for renters and 63 per cent for owners} while 
of families having a possessions score of less than 2b, the enrollment is 
20 >er cent for renters and 23 per cent for ownors*
Economic status* Data presented in the two preceding sections indi-
13$
cat© that the several possible measures of the economic status of the fami­
ly vary each with the other. This mutual variation of measures of economic 
status is shown in Table I4O where data are classified by one of the principal 
measures of economic status, farm property owned by the operator* The high 
property value classes in this table exceed the low by 2̂  to 3 times both 
for owner and renter age groups, and it may b© observed that other values 
reflecting economic status in the high property value groups tend to exceed 
those of the low, farm property used by two times, acres in open land by 
50 per cent, the number of animal units by about $Q per cent, and value of 
land per acre by more than two times for owners and by about 15 per cent 
fear renters* It follows that for all age groups the family income is higher, 
averaging nearly 50 per cent more for owners and about JO per cent more for 
renters than incomes of families awning farm property of low value* It is 
obvious that the several measures are interrelated and represent a complex* 
which is designated by the general term ’'economic status*” The paragraphs 
that follow indicate the relative importance of the several aspects of eco­
nomic status represented and, in com ination, the closeness of the relation­
ship with social participation and the level of living*
'Hie variation between income and social participation mid the housing
and possessions indices, as shown in Table 37, is reduced by minimizing the 
influence of the size of the farm business (Table 39)* This is evident
in church and Sunday school attendance for both owners and renters, trips
%
to the principal trade con ter, and membership and office-holding in com­
mittees and organizations operated on the county level* It also prevails
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for the housing scores of owner© and the household and cultural possessions 
scores of renters* The other values remain relatively unchanged when the 
effect of the size of the farm business is minimized in comparison of fami­
lies with high and low income*
It also holds that the variation between the value of farm property 
owned and social participation is reduced by minimizing the influence of 
family income* This may be noted by comparing Table 1*0, in which the data 
are arranged by families having contrasting property ownership values, with 
data in Table i+l, in which they are arranged by families having contrasting 
ownership values but similar incomes* The housing and household and cultural 
possession index scores remain practically unchanged in the two tables * 
Apparently the level of family living, to a greater extent than social par­
ticipation, is more directly related with farm property ownership in its 
cumulative aspect than with family income for a single year*
Comparing Tables 3£j 37, and 1*0, it may be noted that the value of 
farm property used by operators, value of farm property owned, and family 
income rank in the order mentioned in the degree to which these measures 
tend to be related to the indices of social participation and the level of 
family living. 'Itie one exception is that, for owner families, the income 
during the year varies more closely with social participation.
The mutuality of the farm measures that reflect economic status is 
obvious. Taken together they indicate a stronger influence of economic 
status upon the level of living and social participation than when each is 
taken singly and the effect of the others minimized. The evidence of the
XIT
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close relationship of economic status and social participation is 
strengthened when housing and household and cultural possessions factors 
are adced to those concerned with the farm#
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY
This analysis of land tenure in the Arkansas Oaarks is primarily based 
on information ascertained in personal interviews with 101 farm owner opera­
tors and 88 farm renters in Boone County* The county has a central posi­
tion in the agriculture of the Arkansas Ozarks in the rate of tenancy, size 
of farm, and farm income, hut the average value per farm is higher, and 
the social organization and the level of living are somewhat more favorable* 
In the aspects considered it is evident that the tenure situation among the 
families interviewed reflects generally that of the Ozark area in the state* 
In this study, besides family income and several other economic measures, 
many social measures are used in analyzing ownership and tenancy* Primary 
consideration is given to the competition for the use and control of land 
and to the stages of the process represented by older and younger operators* 
The agricultural ladder* In the area, the agricultural ladder functions 
in respect to the rise from family laboring and from tenancy to ownership. 
There is also improvement in the economic situation of the young renter as 
a prospective owner durin the period of renting and of the owner during 
the period of ownership, Vithin the context of general economic change, 
stability and opportunity for the tenure classes depend locally on the 
balance between the rise on the agricultural ladder and the counteracting 
effect of selective outgoing migration,
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Iterate of succession of "the same families on owner-operated farms 
is especially low* Ilore than 90 per cent of present operators report that 
they were reared on farms, of those reared on farms, 90 per cent of present 
owners and 82 per cent of present renters report that their fathers operated 
farms as owners. However, of about 300 farms owned by the parent© of either 
operator or wife, only 1U are reported as received through inheritance by 
the 189 families interviewed. In those families in which the present
owner is over %  years of age, an average of on© male child in about six
families remains in residence and seems likely to succeed the parent in the
operation of the farm*
Itlgration from the community. A comparison of the migration of opera­
tors with that of their children, even though the process is incomplete 
for the latter, indicates that migration is becoming increasingly more 
extensive. A larger proportion leave the county for both urban and farm 
opportunities elsewhere, and in turn farm operation in the area is more 
dependent on migration into the county from other areas.
At the present incompleted stage of the process, about equal proportions 
of owner and renter children have left the home community and have changed 
from agricultural occupation. However, outgoing migration selects dispro­
portionately farm children from the families operating the larger farms, 
residing in the better houses, located more favorably in the community, 
and participating more in coirtmunity affairs. The children who enroll in 
high school, and especially those who are graduated or attend college, are
IttL
much more likely to change from agricultural occupation and to migrate from 
the home community. Thus, migration tends to cause a vacuum on the higher 
socio-economic level which would produce a regressive agriculture in the 
county unless the agricultural ladder operated freely*
Working experience and tenure. The increase in ownership and improve­
ment of economic status occurring during the working experience of the opera­
tors are corollary to the effect of selective migration. Fifty per cent of 
the farmers less than 30 years of age are renters, while only lii per cent 
of those over 60 years of age are renters. Owners are an average of 10 
years older than renters and the number of years they have engaged in agri­
culture exceeds the agricultural experience of renters by f>0 per cent.
Nearly one-half of the older owners have farmed as renters. Of all owners, 
kZ per cent rented a farm prior to the present ownership; a nearly equal 
proportion, h3 per cent, started operating a farm as owner after leaving 
the parental family. Three-fourths of the present owners have simple tenure 
histories comprised of ownership after leaving the parental farm or of 
ownership following an intermediate period of renting.
Of operators changing from renting to ownership, £6 per cent became 
owners before the thirtieth year of age, 3£ per cent before the fortieth, 
and 9k per cent before the forty-fifth year of age.
This change from renting to ownership is tending increasingly to occur 
later in the life of the operator. Of operators renting a farm who became 
3£ years of age before 1?25, 63 per cent became owner operators before their
11*2
thirty-fifth year. On the sane basis, of the operators who became 35 years 
of age after 1925# only 30 per cent became owners before their thirty-fifth 
year. The trend toward delayed ownership was in evidence before 1930 but 
it was accelerated by the depression.
Partially counteracting the increase of tenancy due to delayed owner­
ship is the increase in the number of migrants from urban areas who purchase 
and operate farms in the area. During the 1930*s about one-third of the 
new owners came from urban areas. The farms acquired were about two-thirds 
the size of the average owner-operated farm. At the time of purchase, the 
new operators were between the ages of 1*0 and 60 years.
The normal result of the operation of the tenure process is the increase 
of ownership, increase in tho value of the property or the size of farm 
business both during the early period of renting for young rentera who are 
prospective owners and during the period of ownership, and improvement of 
location in the community. The improvement in economic status of all opera­
tors is obscured by the fact that many new owners, in order to achieve the 
objective of ownership, accept a less desirable location in the community 
or operate era.llor farms than they previously had in their final status as 
renters.
Renting versus ownership. A large majority of operators demonstrate 
both by their effort to acquire a farm and by expressed opinion that they 
consider ownership more secure and more desirable than ranting. Iarm 
ownership is generally acquired as operators become older and relatively 
few farmers in the area over 60 years of age are renters, however, more
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than one-half of thesis older renters once ovmcd a farm, which, in a majority 
of the oases, is reported as having been lost through indebtedness and mis­
fortune rather than sold through the choice of the operator*
Both renting and owning, therefore, have distinct functions at different 
stages of the tenure cycle. In tie early stage, renting provides fanning 
experience and the means by which some capital may be saved for the purchase 
of a farm* lore than hO per cent of the owners report renting prior to 
ownership and consider it the primary means by which farm ownership is 
acquired, A smaller percentage of present operators who had rented prior 
to ownership lost their farms than of the operators who had never rented, 
the younger renters, as prospective owners, farm more land, have higher crop 
yields and family Income, and participate more in group activities than the 
younger owners.
The owners make progress during the period of ownership and also gain 
as a group by the addition to their rank of former renters whose performance 
is superior to the performance of those who remain renters. Thus, the older 
owners exoell the older, "permanent" renters in the value of farm property 
used, the quality of land, family income, crop yield, social participation 
on the community and county levels, and in household and cultural possessions. 
At a l l  stages in the tenure cycle, the housing of owners is superior to that
of renters and owners devote more effort to conserving and building the soil,/
Itare extremes among owners. However, owner values tend to be distributed 
more heavily toward the extremes than renter values; both economically and
11*1*
socially tha bast and tha poorest conditions exist in the owner class• A 
larger proportion of owners than of renter® farm thr comparatively level 
and fertile land along the streams or the jmbttnrginal land in the mors 
rur gad part of the county* Tha percentages of operators of all ages farming 
such land are 30 for owners and 25 for renters, while of tha operators 50 
to 69 years of age the percentages arc 27 for owners and 12 for renters*
(The slope of land referred to is that quantitatively indicated on the topo- 
graphioal nap by less than u or more than ft contour lines par mile*)
Thirty-five per cent of the omsra have family incomes of less than 
£h00 or more than t:1,200, as cospared with 23 per cent of the renters* 
Seventeen per cent of :.he owners reside in inadequate log houses or in the 
aost adequate native stone houses, a® compared with 7 per cent of the renters* 
Twenty-six per cent of the owners have a housing Index score of less than 
2o or more than 65* as compared with 12 per cent of the renters. Twenty** 
seven per cent of the owner® have a household and cultural possessions 
index score of less than 15 or more than 1*0, a© compared with 11 per cent 
of the renters*
Although the resident family of the owner is somewhat scalier than that 
of the renter and owner houses are generally larger, the relation between 
family site anti house also is somewhat closer for renter families, and a 
saallcr percentage of renter families resiae in the overcrowded condition 
of nor© than 2.5 persons per room* In respect to adapting the sis© of house 
and sis© of far® both to family size and to the amount of labor available
11*5
in the family, renting seems to have somewhat more flexibility than owning* 
Renter families of 7 children or more farm 9l* acres in open land; the corre­
sponding owner families farm 78 acres.
Security and level of living* The families that remain in renter status 
do not have the security of those in owner status* The average value of 
farm property owned by renters, about &6Q0, change® little from the younger 
to the older group, while owners, individually and as a class, progress in 
this respect throughout the span of their farming experience* Few farms 
are acquired after the fifty-fifth or sixtieth year of age of the operator, 
yet the proportion of renters among farm operators continues to decline*
Only one renter in the sample remained in agriculture after the seventieth 
year of age, while about 10 per cent of the owner operators exceed that age* 
There is no evidence that the families who remain renters, instead of 
investing income in farm ownership, use it ;to enhance the level of family 
living or the advancement of their children. The housing, household and 
cultural possessions, and social participation index scores all average 
higher for owner families at the stage in which the tenure status held is 
more or less final, when the operators are 50 to 69 years of age* In these 
same families, enrollment in high school for the children of renters is 35 
per cent of potential, as compared with 72 per cent for owner children* The 
renter children receive less medical care in relation to need, and the death 
rate is somewhat higher than that of owner children. Of renter cliildren 
ver 20 years of age who are faming for themselves, 25 per cent are farming
as o«m«rs| viills, correspondingly, UO per cent of owner children farm as 
oners* Eleven per cent of renter children in nonfarm work are self- 
employed as proprietors of the business operated or are engaged in pro­
fessional occupations, as compared with 19 per cent of owner children in 
nonfarm work.
Ttor the older owners, and particularly for those who onoe rented a 
fare, the relation of farm resources to income is closer then for the older 
renters. Similarly, among owner families there is a closer relation between 
family incase and the level of living and social participation. The tenure 
process apparently selects operators who have the ability not only to 
accomplish the objective of farm ownership but also to translate fans 
resources into a higher level of living and social performance.
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as owners $ while, correspondingly, UO per cent of owner children farm ae 
owners. Eleven percent of renter children in noafarn work are nelf-employed 
as proprietors of the business operated or are engaged in professional occu­
pations, as compared with 19 per cent of owner children in nonfarm work.
For the older owners, and particularly for those who once rented a farm, 
the relation of farm resources to income is closer than for the older r enters. 
Similarly, among owner families there is a closer relation between family 
income and the level of living and social participation. The tenure process 
apparently selects operators who have the ability not only to accomplish the 
objective farm ownership but also to translate farm resources into a higher 
level of living and social performance*
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